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We l come to 
SUMMER SESSIONS 2 0 0 1 
at St. Cloud State University 
Fr o m the Dean •.• 
It is a pleasure to welcome you to the many summer educational opportunities 
at St. Cloud State University. Summer is a time to grow and SCSU will offer you 
numerous opportunities for growth as you pursue your educational goals . 
Summer Sessions offer something for everyone. Many of the regular courses are offered during the univer-
sity's two five-week summer sessions. In addition, there are a wide range of short courses, workshops, 
field experiences, institutes, and tours. There are even a number of evening courses for those who find it 
more convenient to take a class in the evening. You may want to note the summer schedule will include an 
Intersession which will run from May 21 to June 8. During the Intersession several courses, workshops, 
and other innovative educational experiences will be available. 
The Summer Sessions at St. Cloud State University will provide you with opportun ities to : 
• enroll in classes you were not able to take during the regular academic year to catch up, 
stay on schedule, or graduate earlier 
• enroll in a class that may have been filled during the fall or spring semester 
• enroll in a class to update and enhance your professional skills 
• earn credits that will transfer to other universities 
• take a class in an environment in which the class sizes are often smaller and less formal 
Please consider joining us this summer. We want you to have an enjoyable and rewa rding experience at 
St. Cloud State University. The staff of the Office of Summer Sessions w ill attempt to do all we can to assist 
you . Please feel free to stop in and see us in the Administrative Services Building , Room 121, or give us a 
call at 320-255-21 l 3 . 
We look forward to seeing you this summer! 
Dennis Nunes 
Dean of Graduate Studies and Director of Summer Sessions 
0 u r Miss • l On 
St. Cloud State University is the largest of the Minnesota State Universities. It is committed to 
excellence in teaching and learning; to fostering scholarship, research , and artistic and creative endeavors; 
and to enhancing community service and collaborative working relationships. As a comprehensive university 
it serves primarily the citizens of Minnesota; it also functions as a regional university for 
the upper midwest and attracts students from other states and nations. 
As an educational community of students, faculty and staff, St. Cloud State University provides a full range 
of undergraduate and selected graduate programs to prepare for living and working as responsible citizens. 
It supports intellectual and scholarly achievement, recognizes the diversity of scholarship of women 
and various cultural groups, instills a sensitivity to the values of a multicultural and 
ever changing world , and provides access to life-long learning experiences. 
ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY 
A tradition of excellence and opportunity 
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Summer Sessions Calendar 2001 
March 21-April 7- Registration schedule by priority and credit hours 
completed. See ·the registration timetable for available times. Use Touch-
tone or Online Registration Systems. 
MAY 21- JUNE 8 - INTERSESSION 
May 21 Classes begin 
March 21-May 21 Add dates 
March 21-May 21 Drop with no W 
May 21 Deadline for payment of tuition and fees 
May 21 Deadline for 100 percent refund 
May 23 Deadline for dropping with W 
June 8 Final class day 
JUNE 11- J ULY 13 - FIRST TERM 
June 11 Classes begin 
March 21-June 12 Add dates 
March 21-June 12 Drop with no W 
June 12 Deadline for 100 percent refund 
June 15 Deadline for graduation applications 
June 25 Deadline for dropping with W 
June 28 Deadline for payment of tuition and fees 
July 4 Independence Holiday (no classes, offices closed) 
July 13 Final class day 
JULY 16- AUGUST 16 - SECOND TERM 
July 16 Classes begin 
March 21- July 17 Add dates 
March 21- July 17 Drop with no W 
July 17 Deadline for 100 percent refund 
July 20 Deadline for graduation applications 
July 30 Deadline for dropping with W 
July 31 Deadline for payment of tuition and fees 
August 16 Final class day 
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Admission 
If you would like to apply for admission to 
St. Cloud State University as an undergraduate 
student, please write: 
Office of Admissions 
115 Administrative Services Building 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud , MN 56301-4498 
for admission information and materials. They 
can also be reached by phone: (320) 255-2243 
or 1-800-369-4260. 
Your high school counselor may also have 
admission information and materials. The 
admissions office welcomes prospective stu-
dents who wish to tour the campus and/or visit 
with an admission counselor. 
Graduate students pursuing admission to a 
master's or post master's program should 
request application materials by contacting: 
Office of Graduate Studies 
121 Administrative Services Building. 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
Phone: (320) 255-2113 or 1-800-369-4260. 
As a HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT you may 
attend SCSU summer sessions if you have com-
pleted your junior year of high school. You 
must provide information on your academic 
standing, with signatures from your high school 
counselor and parents. Forms are available in 
the Office of Records and Registration, AS-118. 
Students who wish to attend St. Cloud State 
University but are not pursuing a degree are 
automatically classified as non-degree students. 
The data information form in the middle of 
this class schedule serves as the admission form 
for special students. As a special student you 
may begin registration for summer on April 5 
using the last two digits of your social security 
number to determine your earliest registration 
opportunity. 
If you have not attended St. Cloud State Uni-
versity recently, please fill out the data informa-
tion form in the middle of this booklet to acti-
vate your file. This will give you ready access to 
the touchtone and online registration systems . 
Immunization re9uirement 
The Minnesota Statute (MS 135. A14) 
requires students attending any school in Min-
nesota to show proof of immunity to measles, 
mumps, rubella, diphtheria, and tetanus. Forms 
are available in Health Services located in Hill 
Hall . 
Anyone enrolled in more than one class who 
fails to submit the required information will not 
be allowed to register for any subsequent terms. 
Students who graduated from a Minnesota high 
school in or after 1997, were born before 1957, 
are enrolled in only one class, or are enrolled in 
only extension classes are exempt from this law. 
Student Services 
financial aid 
Summer financial aid eligibility is based on 
application materials submitted for the previous 
academic year. A separate summer application is 
required; these are available in the Office of 
Scholarships and Financial Aid at the end of 
March. Students may be eligible to receive the 
following types of aid: 
1. Federal Stafford loan 
2. Federal Parent loan 
3. Student Educational Loan Fund (SELF) 
4. Minnesota state grant 
5. Federal Pell grant 
6. Work study employment 
7. Federal unsubsidized Stafford loan 
Students must be enrolled at least half-time 
to be eligible to receive any loans. Regulations 
stipulate that a student must be accepted into a 
degree or certificate program in order to be eli-
gible to receive .aid. 
All schools that process financial aid are 
required by federal and state regulations to have 
a satisfactory academic progress policy. The pol-
icy defines the standard a student must main-
tain in order to be eligible to receive financial 
aid. Each school's policy must be in compliance 
with federal guidelines, but each school defines 
its own policy within those guidelines. 
For more information regarding the summer 
aid application process, application materials, or 
more details regarding SCSU's satisfactory acad-
emic progress policy for financial aid recipients, 
contact the Office of Scholarships and Financial 
Aid, AS 106 (320-255-2047). 
Residential Ute 
Single and double rooms for men and 
women are available in the residence halls. 
Approximate rates will be $200 per person/per 
session for a double room and $250 per per-
son/per session for a single room. Daily rates are 
$14 for a double room and $25.00 for a single 
room. These rates are subject to change by 
action of the MnSCU Board. The residence halls 
will open for occupancy 1 :00 p. m. Sunday, June 
10 and will remain open for both summer 
terms. If you are interested in reserving a room 
in a residence hall, you may write for applica-
tion materials: 
Office of Residential Life 
St. Cloud State University 
720-4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
(320) 255-2166 
During the summer terms reservations are 
for residence hall rooms only. Students should 
furnish personal items including pillows, linens, 
and blankets for a twin size bed . Food service is 
available at Atwood Center on a cash a la carte 
basis. The halls also provide small kitchen units 
which are available for snack preparation. Room 
refrigerators may be rented. 
Undgren Child Care Center 
St. Cloud State University's Lindgren Child 
Care Center enrolls children aged infant (2-15 
months), toddler (16-32 months), and 
preschool (33 months-5 years) . During the 
summer sessions, services are available from 
7:00 a.m. to 4:20 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
This nationally accredited center is licensed 
by the Minnesota Department of Human Ser-
vices to serve 5 7 full-time equivalent children. 
There is high demand for these limited spaces. 
Currently enrolled children have an enrollment 
priority for the next semester. Please keep this 
in mind and make your arrangements early. 
Because many summer session students 
attend SCSU only during the summer, we main-
tain a "summer only" waiting list, as well as our 
regular external waiting list. Therefore, when 
making your summer child care arrangements, 
be sure to specify that your needs are for the 
summer only in your initial contact with the 
center. 
For more information and registration 
forms, contact: 
Lindgren Child Care Center 
122 Engineering and Computing Center 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
(320) 255-3296 
Health insurance 
The Minnesota State Colleges and Universi-
ties (MnSCU) system traditionally has sponsored 
a student health insurance plan underwritten by 
a private insurance company. If you are not cov-
ered by your parent's plan or do not have an 
individual plan, you might want to consider the 
system sponsored plan. Please check with 
Health Services for further information. 
Health Services 
Hill Hall 
St. Cloud State University 
720-4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
(320) 255-3191 
SCSU polic_l:J statement on 
non-discrimination in emplo_1:Jment 
and education opportunit_1:J 
St. Cloud State University is committed to a 
policy of nondiscrimination in employment and 
education opportunity. No person will be dis-
criminated against in the terms and conditions 
of employment, or student access to and partici-
pation in programs, services and activities with 
regard to race, sex, color, creed, religion, age, 
national origin, physical/mental disability, mari-
tal status, status with regard to public assis-
tance, sexual orientation, or membership or 
activity in a local commission as defined by law. 
----------- } 
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Harassment based on the above characteristics 
is a form of discrimination and is prohibited by 
this policy. 
Sexual harassment and sexual 
violence policies 
MnSCU and SCSU policies and procedures 
forbid sexual harassment and sexual violence 
and provide for the reporting, investigation, and 
disposition of such incidents. Incidents of sex-
ual harassment are to be reported to the Affir-
mative Action Office, AS 208 (654-5123). Inci-
dents of sexual assault or violence are to be 
reported to the Women's Center, Colbert House 
North (255-4958), Campus Security, AS 102 
(255-3453), or the St. Cloud Police (911). 
Copies of sexual harassment and sexual vio-
lence policies are available in the above named 
SCSU offices. 
TTY service 
TIY service is available at (320) 255-2168 
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. for the hearing impaired 
to assist them in registering over the Touchtone 
or Online Registration systems. 
farking 
Student-designated parking lots are open 
parking (no charge). Overnight parking is avail-
able in Lots A, E, Q, and the "student section" 
of Lot N. All other lots are No Parking nightly 
from 3 a.m.-7a.m. Employee lots are not avail-
able for student parking and are enforced 52 
weeks per year. 
Students can find metered parking in the 
North and South Pay Lots at a cost of fifty cents 
($.50) per hour. The new Miller pay lot (N side 
of Miller Learning Center) are I-hour max time 
limit at $1 per hour or street parking is avail-
able. 
Learning Resources and 
Technolog:i Services 
Library 
Learning Resources &: Technology Services, 
located in the James W Miller Learning 
Resource Center, serves all disciplines of the 
university, along with students, faculty, staff and 
community members in central Minnesota. 
The LR&: TS collection of more than 2.5 
million print and nonprint items for the acade-
mic community, includes over 620,000 books, 
more than 1.2 million federal and state docu-
ments, and 512,000 units of microform, includ-
ing ERIC documents. The collection also con-
tains 1,500 periodical titles, 7,000 electronic 
periodical subscriptions, 61,000 maps, and 
28,000 nonprint items (computer software , 
compact discs, video tapes , films, etc.). The 
electronic catalog is available on the World 
Wide Web. Numerous CD-ROM indexes and 
on-line databases are also available. SCSU has 
access to the MINITEX network system of Min-
nesota, which provides access to all major 
library collections of Minnesota, as well as those 
in North Dakota and South Dakota. Materials 
from other libraries can be obtained through 
Interlibrary Loan at no cost to the user. 
The James W Miller Learning Resources Cen-
ter provides an inviting environment to serve all 
types of academic needs. Included in the Miller 
Center are over 7 50 study tables, each with data 
and power connections for laptop computers, 
474 lounge seats, and 16 group study rooms, 
each equipped with a computer, TY, VCR, and 
DVD/CD player. The NASA Teacher Resource 
Room, the Center for Holocaust and Genocide 
Education, the Faculty Center for Teaching 
Excellence, and the Assessment Office are also 
located in the Miller Center. 
Computing and Technology 
The James W Miller Learning Resources 
Center has more than 350 computer worksta-
tions available for student use, including 2 7 in 
extended hours areas, which are available dur-
ing over-night times when the Miller Center is 
closed. Additional computer labs are available 
to all students. They are located in: 
Atwood Memorial Center- Cultural Center, 
Quarry Room 
Business Bldg.- 220/221 
Education Bldg.- Al24/Al25 
Engineering &: Computer Center- 103 
Hill-Case Hall- Bl6 
Holes Hall- Main floor 
Kiehle Visual Arts Center-105 
Riverview R-10, 118 
Stewart Hall 326 
Student computing handbooks can be picked 
up in MC 112, 204, or one of the above listed 
labs. 
Summer hours for the Miller Center during 
summer sessions are as follows: 
Monday-Thursday 7:15 a.m.-10:00 p.m. 
Friday 7:15 a.m.-3:45 p.m. 
Saturday Closed 
Sunday 5 p.m.-10 p.m. 
Changes in hours during intersessions and holi-
days will be posted . 
Academic folicies 
Admission to major requirement for advance 
registration 
Undergraduate students with 80 or more 
earned credits must be formally admitted to an 
academic major to access the touchtone or 
online registration systems during the advance 
registration period. Students who transferred 45 
or more credits at the time of admission may 
earn up to 35 credits at SCSU before admission 
to a major is required. 
Formal admission requirements may vary 
according to academic program. Check with the 
specific academic department for admission 
procedures. 
Credit limit 
Graduate students (any student registered for 
a graduate course): The maximum credit limit 
is 12. 15 will be allowed if 3 credits are taken 
during the intersession. Students wishing to 
exceed this limit must secure permission from 
their adviser and the Dean of Graduate Studies, 
AS-121 by means of a petition. 
Undergraduate students: The maximum credit 
limit is 18, not to exceed nine credits in any 
one summer term. Additionally, three credits 
may be taken during the intersession. Under-
graduate students accepted to a major program 
who wish to exceed the limit must secure per-
mission in advance of registration from the col-
lege dean. Students not accepted in a major 
must secure permission from the Associate Vice 




Either=Student has the option of electing an 
SIU grade or the conventional letter grade. This 
option must be made by the end of the second 
class meeting. 
All other classes will be graded using A, A-, 
B+, B, B-, C+, C, C-, D+, D, D-, F. 
f robation 
Students will be placed on academic proba-
tion for failure to meet requisite cumulative 
GPA levels. Students placed on probation must 
earn at least a "C" average during their two 
semester probational period. If a student fails to 
obtain a "C" average during this probationary 
period, they will be dismissed. Students placed 
on probation will be allowed to advance register 
if they meet all other university requirements. 
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Semester-based General E_ducation f rogram Check Ust 
I. CORE (16 semester credits) __ _ 
D CORE 1: ENGL 191 - Introduction to Rhetorical and Analytical Writing ( 4 credits) 
D CORE 2: SPC 192 - Introduction to Speech Communication (3 credits) 
D CORE 3: MATH/ STAT 193 - Mathematical/Statistical Thinking (3 credits) 
0 CORE 4: PHIL 194 - Critical Reasoning (3 credits) 
D CORE 5: Democratic Citizenship: (3 credits) 
Choose ONE: CMTY 195, ECON 195, HIST 195, POL 195, SOC 195, SW 195 
II. DISTRIBUTION* (minimum of 24 semester credits) ___ _ 
In two areas, take nine credits, at least six credits from departments in the left-hand column and no 
more than four credits from departments in the right-hand column. All nine may come from depart-
ments in the left-hand column. No more than 4 credits may be taken from any department. 
In one area, take six credits, all from departments in the left-hand column. This "short" area must be 
approved by your adviser. No more than 4 credits may be taken from any department. 
NOTE: MGM courses are underlined and in bold. 
AREA A: HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS ___ _ 
Choose 6-9 credits f ram the fallowing: 
American Studies 101, 302, 
Art 130, ill 
CMTY 222 
English 184, 201 , 202 , 2-QJ. ll2, lli 
Foreign language (may count two courses 
in sequence for general education credit) 
101,102, 201, 202; FREN 101, 102, ll0, 201, 
202 ; GER 101 , 102, ll0, 201 , 202; JPN lQl, 
ill; RUSS 101 , 102, 201 , 202; SPAN 101 , 
102,201, 202 
Music MUSM 100, 101 , lll , 123, ill. 126; 
MUSP 101 ,102,103, 
Private Lessons: ll0-410, ll2-412 , ll4-414, 
116-416, 118-418, 120-420, 122-422 , 124-424, 
126-426, 128-428, 130-430, 132-432 , 134-434, 
138-438, 140-440, 142-442, 144-444, 146-446, 
148-448; Ensembles: 151-164; 258,360 
Philosophy lll. lil. ll3,ll 4,ll5, 484 
Speech Communication 212 , 221 , 241,322, ill 
No more than 4 credits from the fallowing: 
Communication Disorders 130, 171, 220 
Information Media 104, }.!M, 260 
Mass Communication 112. 220, 273, 274, 
ill 
Reading 120 
Religious Studies lQll. 
Theatre, Film Studies and Dance- THFS 140, 148, 175, 260, 270; DANC ill 
AREA B: NATURAL SCIENCES __ _ 
Choose 6-9 credits from the following: 
Include one laboratory course (indicated with*) 
Biological Sciences 101 , 102*, 103*, 104, 105, lQQ 
Chemistry 101, 140* , 207*, 210* 
Computer Science 169 (Same as MCS 169) 
Earth Science 104*, 105* , 106, 109* 
Microcomputer Studies 169 (Same as CSCI 169) 
Physics/Astronomy PHYS 101 , 103*, 208; 
ASTR 106*, 107, l1Q 
No more than 4 credits from the fallowing: 
Aviation 101 , ill, 207 
Electrical Engineering 101,102 
Environmental & Tech. Studies 182, ill. 
185,260 
Manufacturing Engineering 101 
Mathematics 105, 2ll 
AREA C: SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES ___ _ 
Choose 6-9 credits from the following: No more than 4 credits from the following: 
Anthropology l.2il, 12.2, 198, 21:Q Child and Family Studies 220, 2fil! 
Area Studies (AFST ill; CMTY ill, 266 CMTY 200 
EAST 363, 364; LAST ill, 3.iQ, SOV lQll.) Criminal Justice Studies 100, 101, ill 
Economics 201 , 205, 206, 3.iQ, 381 Education 22.Q.. ill 
EDR/LDR 101 , 384 Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 201 
Geography .l.Ql. ill, 273, 275, 372 Health.Phy Ed, Rec & Sport Science 125, 
History 101, 105, lQQ, l.Q2, 140, 141,150,210, 2ll 190,393 
HURL lQ2. ill Human Relations .l.Ql. 2.Ql. l.ill! 
MINS 2fil. Marketing 100, 200, 230 
Political Science 101 , 251, ill Management 260, 261 
Psychology 115, lli, 240, 325 Minority Studies 2.Ql. W. 21.Q. 3.iQ 
Sociology ill, 160, 1&8, 277 Special Education ID 
Social Science 104, 204, 301,460,470 Womens Studies lli 
• This checklist is subject lO change. See Academic Affairs office for current information. 
•• One MGM course must be a racial issue course, to be taken in the firs t year of enrollment. 
DOUBLE COUNTING: A student may count a 
course for credit in the general education pro-
gram and in the major/minor if the course is a 
requirement for that major/minor. The credits 
count only once toward graduation. 
WAIVERS: If a student takes six credits in a 
department which are not general education 
courses, the student may waive three credits of 
general education in that same department. In 
foreign languages, nine upper division credits 
may waive six. This does not reduce the total 
credits required for graduation. 
CHECK WITH THE INDIVIDUAL DEPART-
MENT. NOT ALL DEPARTMENTS ALLOW 
WAIVERS AND DOUBLE COUNTING. 
Note: Some majors require particular general 
education classes. See department for informa-
tion. 
lll. UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS 
Multicultural, Gender and Minority Studies. 
Each student must complete three courses des-
ignated MGM. Students may take no more than 
one course from any one department in the 
completion of their MGM designated courses. 
See undergraduate bulletin for a list of currently 
approved courses.•• 
Physical Education. Each student must 
complete a 1 credit course in wellness and fit-
ness (PESS 122). See the description in the 
Bulletin or contact the Department of Health, 
Physical Education, Recreation and Sport Sci-
ence, HaH 227, 255-2155 . 
Note: Applies to students who have not com-
pleted the P.E. requirement under the quarter 
system. 
MULTICULTURAL, GENDER AND 
MINORITY STUDIES (MGM) COURSES 
AFST 250 IM 204 
ANTH 150, 159,240 JPN 101, 102 
ART 131 LAST 250, 350 
ASTR 120 MINS 201 , 205, 210, 
AVIT 107 350 
BIOL 106 MUSM 125 
CFS 260 PHIL 111, 112 
CJS 111 POL 337 
COMM 146,275 PSY 225 
CMTY 111, 222 REL 100 
ECON 350 SOC 261,268 
ED 250, 374 SOV 100 
ENGL 203, 215, 216 SPC 332 
ETS 183 SPED 403 
GEOG 101, 111 WS 201 
HIST 106, 109 
HURL 101, 102, 105, 
201,206 
RACIAL ISSUES (RIS) COURSES 
CMTY 111 
HIST 109 
HURL 102, 105 
MINS 201 
soc 268 
f rogram re9uirements 
EARNED CREDIT HOUR REQUIREMENT: 
A student must have completed the required 
number of semester credits at the time of 
advance registration to be eligible to register for 
the following: 
ACCT 291,292 12 credits 
BCIS 240,241 12 credits 
BLAW 235 12 credits 
ED 351 60 credits 
HLTH405 30 credits 
MGMT495 90 credits 
MKTG429 90 credits 
SSC! 301, 460 48 credits 
SSC! 470 45 credits 
All other College of Business 300- and 400-level 
courses have a 45 credit minimum requirement. 
MAJOR STUDENTS ONLY: To enroll in 
courses listed as MAJOR STUDENTS ONLY, 
you must be officially admitted to a major, 
minor, or program in that depanment . 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJORS: A 
student must have a GPA of at least 2 . 5 to regis-
ter for the following classes: 
ED 200 MUSE 201 
ED 305 








Preprofessional skill test (PPST) results are 
required to enroll in most 300-400 level educa-
tion courses. Information on the PPST can be 
obtained in the College of Education Deans 
office, EB A-ll0. 
G.K Herberger College ot 
I)usiness re9uirements 
A student must have a 2.00 GPA and 12 
semester credits completed at the time of 
advance registration to enroll in ACCT 291 
and 292; BCIS 240 and 241 ; BLAW 235 . To 
enroll in 300 and 400 level courses offered by 
the College of Business a student must be 
admitted to a business major or minor. Non-
business majors must have permission of the 
depanment chair to enroll in 300/400 level 
business courses. Generally, permission is given 
only if the student (a) has completed at least 45 
credits at the time of advance registration for 
the following semester, (b) has been admitted to 
a major or minor requiring these courses, (c) 
has a cumulative GPA of 2.65 or higher, and (d) 
has the appropriate prerequisites. (Non-business 
majors may take no more than 25 percent of 
their total university course work in the College 
of Business.) 
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Mathematics flacement Test 
Before registering for the entry level mathe-
matics and statistics courses listed below, stu-
dents must complete a department placement 
test. 
1. Students who have tested at SCSU need not 
retake the test. (For reliable placement 
advice, the test should have been taken 
within the past year or recommended courses 
completed.) 
2. Transfer students who wish to be exempt 
from SCSU testing must provide to the 
Depanment of Mathematics evidence of 
placement testing or completion of prerequi-
site courses. A copy of the SCSU transfer 
evaluation worksheet, previous placement 
test results or transcripts from another college 
(including social security number) should be 
delivered to ECC 139 or faxed to 320-255-
4269 . CAUTION: Materials sent to the Office 
of Records and Registration will not provide 
exemption. 
Courses: STAT 193, 219, 229, 239 and MATH 
070, 072, lll , ll2, 113 , ll 5, 193,196, 2ll, 
221. 
For more information visit: 
www.stcloudstate.edu/-mathpl or call the 
Mathematics Department at 320-255-3001. 
Tuition Information 
Tuition rates per credit 
Undergraduate resident On Campus 
Undergraduate Resident Off-Campus 
Undergraduate Non-Resident 
Graduate resident On Campus 








Standard Fee Rates per Credit 
For 12 and Fewer Credits 
Greater than 12 Credits 
Example: 15 credits 
12 Credits@ $17.20 
3 Credits@ $2.33 






Due Dates tor pa!:Jment ot 
Tuition a nd Standard Fees 
Intersession 
First Summer Session 
Second Summer Session 
Invoices 
May 21, 2001 
June 28, 2001 
July 31, 2001 
Invoices are mailed to the billing or local 
address, whichever applies. Intersession 
invoices will be mailed approximately two 
5 
weeks before the first class day. First and Sec-
ond Summer Session invoices will be mailed in 
mid-June and mid-July, respectively. Failure to 
receive an invoice does not relieve the student 
of responsibility for payment on the due date. 
f a!:J ment Form and Deliver!:) 
Payments may be made with cash, personal 
check, money order, or credit card. SCSU 
accepts Visa, Mastercard and Discover. 
Payments sent by mail should be addressed 
to: 
Cashiers Office 
Administrative Services Building 123 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
Payment made in person should be deliv-
ered to Administrative Services Building, AS 
123. In order to assure proper and timely credit 
for payment, payment must identify student 
name and customer number (aka tech id). Min-
nesota law requires full, timely payment and 
assignment of past due accounts to a collection 
agency. Please promptly contact Student Ser-
vices in Administrative Services 123 if you 
expect to have a past due account. 
R.etunds 
For daytime students who drop some but 
not all courses, the following dates identify the 
last date to drop and receive a full , 100% 
refund. Students who drop after these dates are 
responsible for the full tuition and fees. 
Intersession: May 21, 2001 
First Summer Session: June 12, 2001 
Second Summer Session: July 17, 2001 
For daytime students who drop all 
courses for Intersession, First Summer Session 
or Second Summer Session refunds are accord-
ing to the following schedule: 
Intersession: 
Before May 22 
On or after May 22 
First Summer Session 
Before June 13 
June 13 through June 15 
June 16-18 
June 19-21 
On or after June 2 7 
Second Summer Session 
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Requests for refunds for daytime students 
dropping all courses should be made in person 
in AS 123 or mailed to: 
Student Services 
Administrative Services Building 123 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
For evening students who drop all 
courses for Intersession, First Summer Session 
or Second Summer Session, refund are accord-
ing to this schedule: 
Intersession: 
Before May 22 100% refund 
On or after May 22 No refund 
First or Second Summer Session: 
Before second class meeting 100% refund 
Before third class meeting 75% refund 
Before founh class meeting 50% refund 
Before fifth class meeting 25% refund 
On or after date of fifth class meeting no refund 
Rebates for interns and student 
teachers 
You may apply for a rebate of a portion of 
the student union and activities fees you have 
paid if your duty station is located more than 
50 miles from St. Cloud (as defined by the 
state of Minnesota mileage chart). Forms are 
available in the Office of Records and Registra-
tion, AS-117. Applications must be returned no 
later than the final day of the second summer 
term. 
F inancia l aid 
All financial aid awards will be distributed at 
the beginning of the first summer term on June 
18, 2001, based on enrollment and payment for 
both terms. If a refund is issued for the second 
summer term, it may be necessary to repay 
some or all of the award based on enrollment 
status. 
Graduation 
Although students may officially complete a 
degree during summer, there WILL NOT be a 
summer commencement ceremony. Students 
wishing to participate in a commencement cere-
mony are invited to participate in the preceding 
spring or the following fall commencement cer-
emony. Undergraduate students should contact 
the Office of Records and Registration, AS 118, 
for graduation application forms. Graduate stu-
dents should contact the Office of Graduate 
Studies, AS 121, for graduation application 
forms. Applications may be delivered in person 
or sent by mail. 
GRADUATION APPLICATION DEADLINES 
FOR SUMMER ARE: 
First Tenn Friday, June 15 
Second Term Friday, July 20 
Registration 
I ntorrnation 
At St. Cloud State University enrollment 
requests may be processed by accessing either 
the Touchtone Registration System (320-654-
5288) or the Online Registration and Student 
Information System (www.stcloudstate.edu/ 
registeronline/index.html). Both. of these sys-
tems are briefly noted below. Addmonal mfor-
mation will be found later in this booklet. 
Before attempting to register, read all 
instructions regarding academic and procedural 
requirements. The Office of Records and Regis-
tration personnel will answer registration proce-
dure questions on the "HELP" line, (320) 255-
3936, or through e-mail via the web team Lmk 
on web pages. 
Select desired classes for the term. The 
Undergraduate Bulletin and General Educa_tion 
Check List are helpful when selecting requ!fed 
classes for undergraduate programs. The Gradu-
ate Bulletin, adviser, or the Office of Graduate 
Studies, AS 121 should be consulted for gradu-
ate program requirements. 
Undergraduates currently enrolled in day 
classes and wishing to advance register for the 
next term must see their academic adviser if 
not yet admitted to a major program. Stu-
dents are expected to make an appointment to 
see their adviser at least one day before their 
earliest assigned time to register. Advisers will 
have the registration access code and are 
assigned to assist in the selection of courses, but 
the ultimate responsibility rests with the stu-
dent. 
Undergraduate students with 80 or more 
earned semester credits, must be formally 
admitted to an academic major program to 
access Touchton~ or Online Registration dur-
ing the advance registration period. Fo~al 
admission requirements may vary accordmg 
to academic program. Check with the spe-
cific academic department for admission pro-
cedures. 
Check the Registration Schedule for registra-
tion times. Registration is permitted any time 
after the published time. 
All financial, academic and other "holds" 
must be cleared before attempting to add or 
drop classes. Since it may take up to three . 
working days for "holds" to be removed, it 1s 
important that all financial obligations are paid 
as soon as they become due. A late payment 
vvi ll mean a delay in accessing Touchtone or 
Online Registration. 
Students will be held responsible for all 
transactions and adjustments made to their 
class schedule using Touchtone or Online Regis-
tration and all financial and academic conse-
quences that result from that schedule. 
Touchtone Registration 
Touchtone registration is one component of 
the Office of Records and Registration's voice 
response system. The voice response system will 
allow a student to add classes, drop classes, ver-
ify a class schedule, search for open classes, and 
confirm an assigned registration time using a 
touchtone telephone. 
There are no restrictions on how often the 
Touchtone Registration System may be 
accessed, but each call is limited to 10 minutes. 
After being connected to TtRS, if no entry is 
made within 45 seconds the system will termi-
nate the call. 
See the Touchtone Telephone Registration 
Guide on page 11 for complete instructions. 
Online Registration and Student 
Information S!;!stem 
Of growing importance to SCSU is the 
Online Registration and Student Information 
System. This web based system may be used to 
confirm an assigned registration time, add 
and/or drop classes, search for open classes, 
view a class schedule and check for grades and 
holds. The system may be accessed through the 
SCSU Home Page. 
See the Online Registration Guide on page 
12 for complete instructions. 
General Information 
Adding classes 
Registration is governed by priority and 
credit hours completed. You may add (register) 
anytime AFTER your earliest scheduled registra-
tion time. All adds after June 12 for first sum-
mer term or July 17 for second summer term 
must be approved by the department of the 
course. The department will then process an 
override to allow the late add. 
Adviser access code 
If you are an undergraduate student, cur-
rently enrolled in day classes and not yet offi-
cially admitted to a major, you must obtain a 
six-digit access code from your adviser before 
you attempt to register any time after your earli-
est registration time (See Registration Schedule). 
The access code is used only once for each term 
and is not required for summer semester after 
April 6, 2001. 
Advising pre-business students 
To obtain their access code, pre-business 
students must meet with a pre-business adviser 
in the Business Building, Room 122, before they 
register for classes. Advisers will be available 
starting March 20, 2001, 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
Arranged and independent stud_1;1 
classes 
Arranged classes (not regularly scheduled) 
and independent study classes require a form 
signed by the instructor of the class and the 
chairperson of the department. Forms are avail-
able in the Administrative Services Building, 
Room 117, (320) 255-3936. If you wish to reg-
ister for a 300 or 400 level class at the graduate 
level, the signature of the Dean of Graduate 
Studies is required on the arranged course form. 
Completed forms must be returned to AS 117 
for processing. 
Auditing 
If you are auditing a class (enrolling for no 
credit), register for the class using either Touch-
tone or Online Registration and choose the 
Audit Grading Method. To change to audit after 
the second instructional day, written permission 
from the dean of the college must be processed 
inAS-117. 
Change of address 
If you change your address at any time, 
please send completed "Change of Address" 
form or letter indicating your name, social secu-
rity number, and new address to the Office of 
Records and Registration, AS-120. This will 
ensure that you will receive your grades and 
any other correspondence from the university 
promptly Please make sure to sign your 
request. 
Co-re9uisites 
If a course lists a co-requisite, you must reg-
ister for both classes. All co-requisite requests 
must be processed through the "HELP" line. 
Dial (320) 255-3936. The "HELP" line is staffed 
8:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday 
Dropping classes 
Courses dropped BEFORE May 22 for inter-
session, before June 13 for first summer term or 
BEFORE July 18 for second summer term will 
not appear on the transcript. Courses dropped 
May 22-23 for intersession, June 13-25 for first 
summer term or July 18-30 for second summer 
term will appear on the transcript with a grade 
of "W' (withdrawal). See Calendar for addi-
tional dates. 
final examination 
Final examination times are announced in 
class by the instructor. 
Grades 
Grades for summer may be accessed through 
the Online Registration/Student Information 
System ( www.stcloudstate.edu/register 
SCSU Summer Sessions 2001 
online/index.html) or the Touchtone Tele-
phone System (320-654-5288). 
Hearing impaired 
TTY service is available at (320) 255-2168, 
8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., Monday-Friday 
Holds 
All financial, academic and other "holds" 
must be cleared before attempting to register for 
classes. Since it may take up to three working 
days for "holds" to be removed, it is important 
that all financial obligations are paid as soon as 
they become due. A late payment will mean a 
delay in accessing Touchtone or Online Regis-
tration. 
Misuse of the registration s_1;1stem 
A student who registers for a class with the 
intent to "save" the class for another student 
will be subject to reduced registration privileges 
ranging from the loss of the right to advance 
register to the deletion of registered courses. 
The student is also subject to possible discipli-
nary action taken by the university The student 
who adds the "saved" class will also be subject 
to the actions listed above. 
Unauthorized use of the registration system 
may result in criminal prosecution. A student 
who tampers or attempts to tamper with the 
registration of another student may be subject 
to disciplinary action and/or criminal prosecu-
tion. 
Non-attendance 
If you register for a class(es) and stop 
attending without officially dropping or with-
drawing, you will be held responsible for pay-
ment and receive your earned grade for the 
class(es). 
fermission re9uired courses 
Before registering for classes listed as "Per-
mission Required," students must ask the acad-
emic department for pre-authorization. After 
the academic department personnel have 
processed the pre-authorization request, stu-
dents must enroll in the class using Touchtone 
or Online Registration. 
fersonal J.D. Number (FIN) 
All Personal ID Numbers (PINs) are initially 
set to your birthdate in year, month, and day 
order (yymmdd). Upon entering the system for 
the first time with this PIN, everyone is required 
to change their PIN to a six digit number known 
only to them. This new PIN will be used every 
time the system is entered thereafter. If a PIN is 
forgotten, individuals may contact the Registra-
tion Office (320-255-3936 or click on the web 
Team link on the login page) for assistance. 
7 
f re-R.e9uisites 
Check the undergraduate or graduate bul-
letin to see if a class has a pre-requisite. Pre-req-
uisites are not listed in this schedule. 
f riorit_1;1 registration 
Priority registration is granted for the follow-
ing groups of students: students with disabili-
ties, students who have earned a baccalaureate 
degree from SCSU, students admitted to gradu-
ate level programs, students admitted to the 
North Hennepin Nursing program, undergradu-
ate degree candidates who have requested 
EVENING STUDENT PRIORITY and students 
admitted to the honors program in good stand-
ing with 15 SCSU semester credits completed 
who have been "approved" by the director of 
honors. Students in the above groups may regis-
ter at the time indicated on the registration 
schedule or anytime thereafter. If students with 
disabilities need assistance with registration, 
please contact the Office of Records and Regis-
tration, Administrative Services Building, Room 
117, (320) 255-2168. 
Technical ditticult_1;1 
If you experience difficulty in accessing 
Touchtone or Online Registration, please report 
the problem to the HELP line (320) 255-3936. 
Term code 
You will be asked to enter a term code. Sum-
mer semester is term 1. 
Text5ooks 
During the Summer Sessions the Bookstore 
will be open from 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. Monday thru 
Friday. Students can order their books online at 
http://www.scsubooks.com. The return policy 
for the regular Summer Sessions is within the 
first 5 days of the start of classes with a receipt. 
The address of the Official University Bookstore 
is 720 4th Ave. SO, Centennial Hall. 
T1me conflicts 
You cannot schedule a time conflict (two 
courses meeting at the same time) without per-
mission from one of the department chairper-
sons involved. 
Variable credit 
If a course is listed with a range of credits 
(i.e. 1-3), instructors and students may decide 
upon the appropriate credit amount for the cur-
rent term, providing it falls within the stipulated 
range. 
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Summer 2001 , registration timetable 
Access is governed by March 27 8:00 92 April 3 1:00 27 
priority, number of earned 9:00 91 2:00 26 
credits and for some group- 10:00 90 3:00 25 
11 :00 89 4:00 24 ings the last two digits of 
12:00 88 5:00 23 
your Social Security number. 1:00 87 6:00 22 
(You may register anytime 2:00 86 7:00 21 
after your scheduled time) 3:00 85 
4:00 84 April 4 8:00 20 
March 21 8:00 5:00 83 9:00 19 
Students with disabilities 6:00 82 10:00 18 
7:00 81 11:00 17 PRIORITY 
12:00 16 Last two digits March 28 8:00 80 1:00 15 of SS number. 
March 21 9:00 00-05 9:00 79 2:00 14 
10:00 06-12 10:00 78 3:00 13 
11 :00 13-18 
11 :00 77 4:00 12 
12:00 19-25 
12:00 76 5:00 11 
1:00 75 
1:00 26-31 2:00 74 
6:00 10 
2:00 32-37 3:00 73 
7:00 9 
3:00 38-43 4:00 72 
4:00 44-49 5:00 71 April 5 8:00 8 
5:00 50-56 6:00 70 9:00 7 
6:00 57-63 7:00 69 10:00 6 
7:00 64-70 11 :00 s 
March 29 8:00 68 12:00 4 
March 22 8:00 71-77 9:00 67 1:00 3 
9:00 78-84 10:00 66 2:00 2 
10:00 85-92 11 :00 65 3:00 1 
11:00 93-99 12:00 64 4:00 0 
1:00 63 
Earned semester credit hours 2:00 62 NON-DEGREE STUDENTS 
March 22 12:00 140 3:00 61 Last two digits 
1:00 135 4:00 60 of SS number. 
2:00 130 5:00 59 April S 5:00 00-05 
3:00 125 6:00 58 6:00 06-12 
4:00 120 7:00 57 7:00 13-18 
5:00 119 
6:00 118 March 30 8:00 56 April 6 8:00 19-25 
7:00 117 9:00 55 9:00 26-3 1 
10:00 54 10:00 32-37 
March 23 8:00 116 11:00 53 11:00 38-43 
9:00 115 12:00 52 12:00 44-49 
10:00 114 1:00 51 1:00 50-56 2:00 so 11:00 113 
3:00 49 2:00 57-63 12:00 112 
4:00 48 3:00 64-70 1:00 111 
5:00 47 4:00 71-77 2:00 110 6:00 46 5:00 78-84 3:00 109 7:00 45 6:00 85-92 
4:00 108 7:00 93-99 
5:00 107 April2 8:00 44 
6:00 106 9:00 43 
April 9- May 21 
7:00 105 10:00 42 Registration continues, 
11 :00 41 no credit hour restrictions 
March 26 8:00 104 12:00 40 
9:00 103 1:00 39 TtRS 320/654-5288 
10:00 102 2:00 38 
11 :00 101 3:00 37 
12:00 100 4:00 36 Online Registration: 
1:00 99 5:00 35 http:\\www.stcioudstate.edu/ 
2:00 98 6:00 34 
3:00 97 7:00 33 registeronline/index .htmI 
4:00 96 
5:00 95 April3 8 :00 32 Helpline 320/255-3936 
6:00 94 9:00 31 Available 
7:00 93 10:00 30 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
11 :00 29 Monday-Friday 12:00 28 
Shortened Summer 
Courses 
For registration information about these 
courses, please consult the listing of courses in 
the back of this schedule. 
510 LOGY 
BIOL 490/590 & 449/549 (Co-requisites) 
Minnesota Fossils/MN Fossil Field Trip 
(3 erllcr.) 
Instructor: Standley Lewis 
This short course is designed to introduce 
students of all disciplines to the fossil record of 
Minnesota. An all day field trip to southeastern 
Minnesota will be required. 
CHE.MISTRY 
CHEM 495/588 
Laboratory Safety Workshop (2 er.) 
Instructor: Leenay/Zupfer 
Designed to provide high school teachers 
with a strong background in laboratory safety It 
will provide applications for classroom and lab 
use as well as resources for the participants 
future use. Possible topics covered include gen-
eral laboratory rules, hazardous chemicals, 
materials safety data sheets, chemical handling 
and storage, flammable and combustible chemi-
cals, regulatory concerns, chemical waste dis-
posal, ventilation, sources of chemical safety 




Mississippi River Creative Writing 
Workshop in Poetry and Fiction (2 er.) 
Instructor: Bill Meissner 
Writing and discussion of poetry, fiction, and 




Children's Literature Workshop (1 er.) 
Instructors: Chris Inkster and Sandra 
Williams · 
The author presenters for the 22nd Annual 
Children's Literature Workshop are Catherine 
Gourley from The American Girls Series, and 
Debra Frasier. There will also be breakout ses-
sions, sessions on new books and multicultural 
literature, and a storytelling presentation. For 
information and registration materials, contact 
the Odyssey Group at 320-202-1831. Meets at 
the Holiday Inn: June 11-12. 
Time: 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. each day, plus 
an optional lab on Monday evening from 4:30-7 
for those taking the class for credit. 
Price: $125 if postmarked by May 25 , 2001: 
$135 after that date. This fee includes lunch 
both days, breaks, and all materials. 
IM 486/586 
Seminar: Creating Games with 
Clarisworks (1 er.) 
Instructor: Tom Stachowski 
Panicipants will learn about the imponance 
of play and games, remember fun times, experi-
ence how games and play can teach skills and 
generally have fun! 
July 6 &: 13-8:00 a. m. -3:30 p.m.- ED 
A-126 
IM 686 
Seminar: Grant Proposals: How to 
Write-em and Get-em (1 er.) 
Instructor: Dennis Fields and Rich Joseph-
son 
Students will explore techniques and strate-
gies for writing and presenting grant proposals. 
Participants will be given opportunities to net-
work, explore data base searching, and examine 
grant sources. Actual examples of grant propos-
als will be shown! Participants will practice 
techniques and strategies on their own proposal 
ideas. 
June 15&: 22--8:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
IM 623 
Seminar: Reading, Listening, and 
Viewing Guidance (3 er.) 
Instructor: Judith Rodgers 
An introduction to the world of children's 
and young adult authors and literature in print 
and non-print formats. Reading, listening and 
viewing guidance programs for the school 
media specialist will be explored . 
July 16-26- 12:30- 4:00 p.m. 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS 
COMM 495/595 
Holocaust Across the Curriculum (3 er.) 
Instructor: Gretchen Tiberghien 
This course focuses on teaching the Holo-
caust to students of varing ages by using a 
teaching across the curriculum model. This 
model uses an interdisciplinary approach, one 
that blends well with the SCSU focus on core 
education. Besides the specifics of the Holo-
caust, contemporary topics such as intolerance, 
racism and hatred will be covered. Professors, 
speakers and survivors from a variety of areas 
will provide lectures, facilitate discussion, activi-
ties, curriculum development, and research top-
ics and methodologies usable in contemporary 
classrooms. Students will be required to pro-
duce a project appropriate for their interests 
and use from content across the curricular areas 
covered. Participants will be provided with 
readings and will use a text that offers a broad 
variety of subject and approach perspectives. 
Please contact Gretchen Tiberghien (320-
255-3293) or e-mail gtib@stcloudstate.edu for 
information and registration materials. Registra-
tion is limited and granted by permission only. 
SCSU Summer Sessions 2001 
SOCIAL SCIE.NCE. 
SSCI 204 
Home Stay in Japan ( 3 er.) 
July 16th - August 5, 2001 
Student trip to traditional monuments and 
modem temples in Kyoto, Nara, and Osaka for 
one week. Then have a two-week long home 
stay at Nathan Port, Hokkaido for learning 




Financial Accounting Analyst (3 er.) 
Instructor: Kate Mooney 
Financial statements. Accounting principles 
and procedures. Foreign financial statements. 
E>CIS 
BCIS 460 
Project Management (3 er.) 
Instructor: John Pearson 
Strategies, processes, and integration tech-
niques in the management of software develop-
ment projects. Planning, sta!Ting, scheduling, 
controlling, and quality assurance. 
E>IOLOGY 
BIOL 302 
Biology for Elementary Teachers (2 er.) 
Instructor: Kramer 
SCI 226 





Portfolio Review (1 er.) 
Instructor: Staff 
To qualify for a K-12 and/or superintendent 
license, students must submit a completed set 
of competencies for review. An educational 
administration professor and practicing school 
administrator will direct the final review. 
GE.OGRAFHY 
GEOG 379 
American Wilderness (3 er.) 
Instructor: Mikhail Blinnikov 
To explore the history, nature, and legal and 
cultural aspects of the American wilderness 
through the prism of wild and not-so-wild nat-
ural areas within the state of Minnesota. 
MINORITY STUDIE.S 
MINS 305 




(Prerequisites- Must contact both advisers) 
Instructor: Casanova/LaCoun 
This course will examine historical, cultural, 
social and environmental issues as they relate 
specifically to indigenous communities in Mexi-
can and tribal nations in the Americas. 
E_vening courses 
For registration information about these 
courses, please consult the computer listing of 
classes in the back of the schedule 
CFS 408: Authentic Assessment for Infants 
and Young Children 
Section 2; 3 er.; Gilman 
GEOG 399: GPS & Its Applications 
Section l; 3cr.; Wong 
MBA 636: Legal, Ethical, and Regulatory 
Environment of Business 
Section 1; 3 er.; Wong 
MBA 670: Corporate Strategies 
Section l ; 3 er.; SubvaNarasimha 
PESS 430: Sports Options for Youth 
Disabilities 
Section 2; 2 er.; Nearing 
PESS 530: Sports Options for Youth 
Disabilities 
Section 2; 2 er.; Nearing 
PESS 430/530: Metro Sport 
Camp D/APE Prct 
Section 3; 3 er.; Nearing 
SSCI 104: General Social Science 
Section 1; 3 er.; Reigstad 
SSCI 104: General Social Science 
Section 2; 3 er.; Reigstad 
WS445/545: Women and Computers 
Section 1; 3 er.; Klug 
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GENERAL EDUCATION 
DEMOCRATIC CITZENSHIP AND 
RACIAL ISSUES 
REQUIREMENT 
The following courses will be offered this 
summer to meet the distribution requirement 
for Democratic Citizenship and Racial Issues. 
Community Studies- CMTY 111- Race in 
America 
Community Studies- CMTY 195- Community 
& Democratic Citizenship 
Economics- ECON 195- Democratic 
Citizenship 
History- HIST 195- Democratic Citizenship 
Political Science- POL 195- American 
Government 
Social Work- SW 195- Democratic 
Citizenship 
Minority Studies- MINS 201- Introduction 
to Minority Studies 
Sociology- SOC 268- Race & Ethnic 
Relations 
Women Studies- WS 201- Introduction 
to Women Studies 
5UMME_R. DANCE_ INSTITUTE_ 
June 11-June 29 
Daily Classes 
The SCSU Summer Dance Institute will 
focus on developing dance technique skills, 
encouraging creativity and exploring cultural 
awareness through dance. The program con-
sists of daily technique classes in Modern 
Dance, Ballet, Tap, Jazz, Composition, Reper-
tory, African Dance, Early Dance and Body Con-
ditioning. The Participants are encouraged to 
register for all the classes but may choose to 
study in a specific area. Students will be placed 
according to skill level. Classes will be offered 
at the beginning and intermediate/advance lev-
els. Courses that are part of this experience are: 
Summer Dance Institute classes include: 
145- 01 Body Conditioning/Yoga 
02 Early Dance/Stage Combat 
03 Ballet I 
04 Modern Dance II 
05 Ballet II 
06 Modern Dance I 
07 Tap/Jazz I 
08 Tap/]azzll 
09 Composition/Repertory 
10 African Dance/Hip Hop 
Please contact Debra Leith (320-255-2214) 
or e-mail dleigh@stcloudstate.edu for brochure 
and registration materials . The deadline for reg-
istration is June 1, 2001. Registration is lim-
ited. The fee for the Institute is $375.00. Partic-
ipants have the option to enroll for credits. One 
credit $110.00 for Minnesota residents and 
$201.45 per credit for non-Minnesota residents. 
Interested participants must complete an appli-
cation and mail it along with a $30 non-refund-
able application fee. 
Summer 2001 
Theatre ~Homme Dieu 
St. Cloud State University has a long collab-
oration with Theatre l'.Homme Dieu in Alexan-
dria, Minnesota. Every year a team of profes-
sional actors, directors, designers , and 
technicians work alongside 20 students to pre-
sent a summer session of shows for the general 
public. For information, visit the website at 
http://www.alexweb.net/theatreLhommedieu/ 
THEATRE. !..'.HOMME. DIE.U 
2001 SEASON 
Brigadoon 
June 13-17 &June 20-24, 2001 
The Odd Couple 
June 27-July 1, 2001 
Picnic 
July 4-8, 2001 
Harvey 
July 11-15 &July 18-22, 2001 
Revenge of the Space Pandas 
July 25-29 , 2001 
Prisoner of Second Avenue 
August 1-5 , 2001 
Workshops 
ETS 413/513 
CAD Product Modeling (3 er.) 
Introduction to computer aided design, 
solids modeling and the process of design. Syn-
thesis of knowledge, problem solving, and labo-
ratory experiences. 
ETS 458/558 
Modular Technology I (2 er.) 
Study of new educational technology sys-
tems by Lab Volt available for middle school 
technology education classrooms including such 
modules as air track vehicles , aero dynamics , 
animation, fiber optics, space and rocketry, vir-
tual reality and many more. *Offered at Farm-
ington middle school, Minnesota. 
ETS 459/559 
Modular Technology ll (2 er.) 
Study of new education technology systems 
available for high school technology education 
classrooms including such modules as robotics. 
CAD/CAM/CNC, lathe, mills , digital video edit-
ing and advanced flight trainer. *Offered at 
New London/Spicer high school, Minnesota. 
ETS 488/588 
Concrete and Masonry Academy Section 
(01 and 51) (2 er.) 
The Academy is a unique educational expe-
rience for high school technology teachers pro-
viding a practical approach to masonry instruc-
tion through a combination of lecture and 
hands-on activities. The Academy is offered in 
conjunction with the Minnesota Concrete and 
Masonry Association and the Aggregate and 
Redi Mix Association. 
ETS 495/595-01 
Transportation Academy (3 er.) 
The Academy will provide exposure to the 
systems, modes and impacts of transportation 
in society. This will be done through classroom 
instruction at SCSU and tours of transportation 
facilities in the MSP Metro area and in Duluth. 
Participants will write transportation activities 
that can be used in their classroom and shared 
with other teachers nationwide. This Trans-
portation Academy is designed for all teachers 
in all disciplines. 
ETS 495/595 (02) 
Technology Activities for Elementary 
Education (2 er.) 
Technology experiences in the K-5 class-
room which integrates technology with all con-
tent areas, while providing hands-on design and 
problem solving activities reflecting national 
technology literacy standards as well as Min-
nesota State Graduation Standards. 
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Touchtone Telephone Registration Guide 
Use only a touchtone telephone to make entries. A voice response will guide you after each entry. It is your responsibility to make certain your reg-
istration is correct. For assistance with registration questions, call the HELP line, 320/255-3936 or click on the Web Team Link appearing on the bot-
tom of web pages. 
Step 1: Dial 320/654-5288 (on campus dial 5288, long distance dial 800/657-3625). 
Step 2: Enter the Campus ID for SCSU @) II) I]) 
Step 3: Enter your Student ID number (Social Security Number or Tech ID) 
Step 4: Enter your Personal Identification Number (PIN) and press the (!I key. 
A. Upon entering SCSU, your PIN is set to your birth date in year, month, day order 
(yymmdd). 
Example: B. After entering the system for the first time, you will be required to change your PIN 
to a new number known only to you. [TI [TI [Q] [TI II] [i] 
C. This new PIN will be used every time the system is entered thereafter. If a PIN is 
forgotten, you may call the HELP line or click on the Web Team link for assistance. 
February 14, 1972 
Step 5: Press [I} for Registration Options Menu. 
Step 6: Enter Term Code: 
[I} = Summer I]) = Fall II) =Spring 
Step 7: Enter 6-d\&;, Adviser Access Code and 
press the L!I key. 
(Not needed if accepted to a major, if already 
entered for this term, or after April 6, 2001.) 
Step 8: Enter your requests one at a time, listening to each 
response. 
ADD A COURSE. Press [1) 
❖ Enter the 6-digit Course ID found under 
(Cou ID) on the first line of each course listing 
in this class schedule and press the I]) key. 
Example:To ADD Speech 192 , section 04, 
Press (I) Enter 000174 ( Cou ID for 
Speech 192, section 04). Press the I]) key. 
❖ For variable credit courses, you will be asked to 
enter the number of credits. You may not enter 
fractional amounts. 
DROP A COURSE. Press I]) 
❖ Enter the 6-digit Course ID found under 
(Cou ID) on the first line of each course listing 
in this class schedule and~ the I]) key. 
Example: To DROP Speech 192, section 04, 
Press 11) Enter 000174 (Cou ID for 
Speech 192, section 04) . Press the I]) key. 
LIST YOUR SCHEDULE: Press ([) 
Step 8: (Continued): 
LIST OPEN SECTIONS of a course: Press(I) 
❖ Enter the Course ID found under (Cou ID) on the 
first line of the course listing in this class schedule 
and press the I]} key. 
EXIT the registration system: Press 11) 
Main Menu 
[I} Registration Options Menu 
Enter Term Code I =Summer 3=Fall S=Spring 
IJ] List Registration Options 
[1) Add Course 
I]) Drop Course 
G) Change Grading Method 
II) List Term Schedule 
11) Change Variable Credits 
(I) List Open Sections 
(II Check Registration Window 
11) Exit Registration System 
I]} List Registration Holds 
I]) List Term Grades 
13} Check Registration Window 
II) List Term Schedule 
I]) Change PIN 
11) Exit Registration System 
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Online Registration/Student )nformation Guide 
To access the Online Registration/Student Information System you will need your SCSU ID or Social Security Number and your 
6-digit PIN (see Step 2). For registration questions when using this system call the HELP line, 320/255-3936 or click on the 
Web Team link appearing on the bottom of web pages. 
Step 1: Open your web server and point it to http://www.stcloudstate.edu/registeronline/index.html. Once at the Welcome 
screen, click on the Access the Online Registration link. 
Step 2: At the St. Cloud State University Login screen enter your SCSU ID (this is not your SSN) and your 6-digit PIN . 
A. Upon entering SCSU, your PIN is set to your birth date in year, month, day order 
(yymmdd). 
B. After entering the system for the first time, you will be required to change your PIN 
to a new number known only to you. 
C. This new PIN will be used every time the system is entered thereafter. If a PIN is 
forgotten, you may call the HELP Line or click on the Web Team link for assistance. 
Click on the Login button and proceed to step 6. If you do not know your SCSU ID, 
you must look it up. To do that, click on the "Click here to Lookup Your ID" link. 
Example: 
[zJ II] [ill II] [I] BJ 
February 14, 1972 
Step 3: At the Lookup your SCSU ID screen, enter your SSN (don't use spaces or hyphens) and your 6-digit PIN. Click on the 
Submit button. 
Step 4: When it comes back with your SCSU ID, write it down. You'll need it. (Check on your SCSU Campus Card. The bottom 
number should be the same as your SCSU ID.) Click on the "Return to Login" link. 
Step 5: At the St. Cloud State University Login screen enter your SCSU ID and your 6-digit PIN. Click on the Login button. 
Step 6: At the Welcome Screen, look at the menu items on the left. Click on Select Year/Term to choose the appropriate term .. 
Step 7: To register for classes, click on Quick Add (Register): 
A. Enter the Course ID for each class you want in the Course ID column. You will find the Course ID numbers on 
the first line of each course listing in this class schedule. Example: To ADD Speech 192, section 04, enter 
000174 in the Course ID box. 
B. After entering your choices, click on the Register Now button. You will then be told if you are registered for the 
classes or if there was a problem. 
Step 8: To search for Open Sections, click on the Search for Open Sections menu item. You must fill in at least one of the boxes of 
search criteria (Subject, Course Number or General Education Code.). 
Step 9: To Drop a Course, click on the View/Modify Class Schedule menu item. Once on that screen, click on the Course ID of 
the class you wish to drop. 
Step 10: You may continue to register for classes until your schedule is complete. 
Step 11. When you have finished, be sure to click on the Logout button. 
http://www.stcloudstate.edu/registeronline/index.html 
ST. CLOUD STATE DATA INFORMATION FORM Office of Records and Registratio✓ St. Cloud State University \_ 
U N V E R S T y 720 Fourth Avenue South 
A tradition of excellence and opportunity Please_FILLJN or CIRCLE the Proper Items 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
(Please Use Full Legal Name ) 
Lu l 
Social Security Number Name: Last , First, Miclclle Previous 
Year/ Tenn ___________ ~~~~~~ Permanent Address and Phone 
Birthdate: I I 
Year Mo. Day Apt.# Street Address 
Gender Male Female I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Lu I I I I I I - I 
City State Zip 
Ethnic Group I I I 1-1 I I 1-l 
1. Asian or Paci fic Islander Area Code Telephone 
2. Am. Indian or Alaska Native 
3. Black (Non-H ispanic) 
4 . Hispanic (Latin or S. American) Local Address and Phone (Please Complete Even ff Same as Above) 
5. White (Non-Hispanic) 
U.S. Citizen: Yes No Apt.# Street Address 
County of Permanent Address __________ _ Lu I I I I I I - I 
City State Zip 
1. Minn . Resident 
2. Non-resident ~ - I I I 1- l 
Area Code Telephone 
1. Married 
2. Unmarried 
Emergency Contact Name and Phone 
Send Grades to: 
1. Permanent Address 
2. Local Address Name: Last First Telephone 
You must have a completed Baccalaureate (4 year) ~ree ro registe r for 500-600 level classes. 
Do you hold a Baccalaureate Degree? Yes ___ l_J No ___ D OFFICE USE ONLY 
Have you attended St. Cloud Stare before? Yes___ No ___ _ 
If no, you will he classified as a special student not a candidate for a degree at St. Cloud State Univer~ity. 
DE ______ _ 
Have you applied for admission? Yes No Term ____ _ FN ______ _ 
IC ______ _ 
Signature ___________________________ _ Date __________ _ 
PS251/2 
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Reading the Schedule 
Course ID-Used for registration. 
Department offering the course 
Course Number- used in Bulletin, transcripts, program forms 
I Section 
Number of credits 





















I I Instructor 
Room in which 
course is conducted 
Building (abbreviation) 
in which course is 
conducted 
Time course meets-24-hour clock used i.e. , 
0800-0850 = 8:00 a.m. - 8:50 a.m. "Lab Arranged" means that addition-
1300-1350 = 1:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m. al meeting times will be scheduled 
1800-2130 = 6:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. on an individual basis. 
CLASS NUMBERING SYSTEM 
0 I 1-099 = No Credit 
I 00, 200 = Lower Division 
300, 400 = Upper Division 
500, 600 = Graduate 
CLASS MEETING TIMES 
Day Classes = 
Classes that meet 0800 through 1650. 
Evening Classes = 
All classes that begin at 1700 or later. 
Courses that meet other than for the full semes-
ter or the first half or second half are listed with 
the Begin and End Dates in the course schedule. 
Half 1 = meets first half of the semester 
Half 2 = meets second half of the semester 
Intersession -------------------------------------------
ACCOUNTING 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000382 ACCT 371 01 Fin Acct/Analysis 3 
MTWRF 0900-1145 BB 117 Mooney, Kathleen 
Major Students Only Begin/End Date 05-14 to 06-01 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000613 ANTH 402 01 Ethnographic Res Methods 3 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 221 Lavenda, Robert 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
ART 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000340 ART 296 01 Visual Arts Elem Cl Tchrs 2 
MTWR 0900-1300 KVAC 112 Gainey, Kathryn 
Begin/End Date 05-21 lo 06-08 Special Course Fees:$15.00. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000103 BIOL 302 01 Biology Elem Teachers 2 
MTWRF 0730-0950 BH 130 Kramer, David 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
000558 BIOL 449 51 Minnesota Fossils 
S 0600-1800 BH 238 Lewis. Standley 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-02 to 06--02 
Grading Option: SU-REO Co-Requisite: BIOL 490 51 
Special Fee:$75.00. Field Trip 6/2/01. 
000559 BIOL 490 51 Minnesota Fossils 3 
MTWRF 0800-1200 BH 238 Lewis. Standley 
Begin/End Date 05-29 to 06-08 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Co-Requisite: BIOL 449 51 
CX>0560 BIOL 549 51 Minnesota Fossils 
S 0600-1800 BH 238 Lewis. Standley 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-02 to 06-02 
Grading Option: SU-AEO Co-Requisite: BIOL 590 51 
Field Trip 6/2/01 . Special Course Fees:$75.00. 
000561 BIOL 590 51 Minnesota Fossils 3 
MTWRF 0800-1200 BH 238 Lewis. Standley 
Begin/End Date 05-29 to 06-08 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Co-Requisite: BIOL 549 51 
BUSINESS COMPUTER INFO SYSTEMS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000405 BCIS 460 01 Project Management 3 
MTWRF 0730-1030 BB 119A Pearson. John 
Major Students Only Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
000406 BCIS 560 01 Project Management 3 
MTWRF 0730-1030 BB 119A Pearson, John 
Major Students Only Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
ECONOMICS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000319 ECON 201 01 Intro to Economics 3 
MTW 0800-11 30 SH322 Luksetich, William 
R 0800-1000 SH322 Begin/End Date 05-2 1 to 06-08 
000320 ECON 483 01 Sports Economics 3 
MTW 0800-1130 SH325 Banaian, King 
R 0800-1000 SH325 Permission Required 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000562 EDAD 601 01 Intro to Educ Admin 
Hours Arranged EB A122 Schneller!, Gary 
Begin/End Date 05-26 to 05-26 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Special Fees:$25.00. Class meets on Saturday, May 26 from 
8:00 AM to 4:00 PM and other hours as arranged. 
O(X)564 EDAD 611 01 Portfol io Review 
Hours Arranged Staff 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Special Fee:$25.00. Hours arranged. 
ENGLISH 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000232 ENGL 203 01 Gender Issues In Lit MGM 3 
MTWR 1000-1307 SH 214 Perry, Constance 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-07 
000233 ENGL 445 01 Miss River Creative Wrtg 2 
MTWRF 1130-1630 SH 220 Meissner, William 
Begin/End Date 06-04 to 06-08 
000234 ENGL 545 01 Miss River Creative Wrtg 2 
MTWRF 1130-1630 SH 220 Meissner, William 
Begin/End Date 06-04 10 06-08 
GEOGRAPHY 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000087 GEOG 379 01 American Wilderness 3 
Hours Arranged Blinnikov, Mikhail 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
HISTORY 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
CXX)131 HIST 101 01 War And Civilization 3 
MTWR 0800-1130 SH 219 Czech. Kenneth 
Begin/End Date 05-21 10 06-08 
000132 HIST 195 01 Democratic Citizenship 3 
MTWR 0900-1230 SH 210 Hirschmann, Erik 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
LEADERSHP/ED ADM, 
COMM MNTL HLTH, MFT. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000578 LOR 430 02 Dynamics Family Relations 3 
MTWR 0900-1230 EB B206 Daneshpour, Manijeh 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
000579 LOR 530 02 Dynamics Family Relations 3 
MTWR 0900-1230 EB B206 Daneshpour, Manijeh 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
MANAGEMENT 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000460 MGMT 301 01 
MTWR 1230-1630 BB 217 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
000461 MGMT 352 01 
MTWR 0800-1200 BB118 
Major Students Only 
000462 MGMT 470 01 
MTWR 1230-1630 BB 117 
Major Students Only 
000464 MGMT 495 01 
MTWR 0800-1200 BB 218 
Major Students Only 
000463 MGMT 570 01 
MTWR 1230-1630 BB117 
Major Students Only 
MINORITY STUDIES 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000522 MINS 305 01 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
Intro Professional Mgmt 3 
Weber, James 
Survey Human Resourc Mgmt 3 
Ward, Edward 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
Intl Business Mgmt 3 
Weber, Paula 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
Strategic Mgmt 3 
Keebler, James 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
Intl Business Mgmt 3 
Weber, Paula 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
COURSE TITLE 





Must contact both instructors, 3 credit independent study 
possible. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT SCIENCE 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000056 PESS 230 01 Tennis 
MTWRF 0730-1000 HAH TC Zezoney. Frank 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 05-25 Grading Option: Either 
000069 PESS 430 02 Spt Opt For Youth Disab 2 
MTWR 1700-2100 HAH 331 Nearing. Ruth 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 05-29 to 06-07 
000070 PESS 530 02 Spt Opt For Youth Disab 2 
MTWR 1700-2100 HAH 331 Nearing. Ruth 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 05·29 to 06·07 
SCIENCES 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
CXX)102 SCI 226 01 Sci Concepts Elem Tchrs 3 
MTWRF 1000-1320 BH 130 Kramer. David 
Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-08 
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ACCOUNTING/Full Term 000344 ART 360 01 Sculpture I 3 00011 9 BIOL 444 04 Molecular Bio Internship 1-16 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 1000-1200 KVAC G04 Aiken. Joseph Hours Arranged Meerschaert, JoAnn 
Special Course Fees:$20.00. Permission Required 
000384 ACCT 444 01 Internship 3-12 
Hours Arranged Johnson, Scott ART/Second Term BUSINESS COMPUTER INFO SYSTEMS/ Permission Required Major Students Only 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Full Term Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Foundation Draw I: Observ 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000345 ART 101 01 
ACCOUNTING/First Term MTWR 1000-1200 KVAC 206 Sherarts, Theodore 000404 BCIS 444 01 Intern in Business 3-12 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000346 ART 130 02 Studio Photography 3 Hours Arranged Krueger, David 
000389 ACCT 291 0 1 Accounting I 3 MTWR 1300-1500 KVAC 108 Sherarts, Theodore 
Permission Required Major Students Only 
Grading Option: SU-REO 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 316 Strong, Joel 000351 ART 305 01 Photography I 3 
000391 ACCT 291 02 Accounting I 3 MTWR 1300-1500 KVAC 108 Sherarts, Theodore BUSINESS COMPUTER INFO SYSTEMS/ 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 317 Schwieger, Bradley 000352 ART 385 01 Performance/Installation 3 First Term 
000392 ACCT 291 03 Accounting I 3 MTWRF 0900-1600 KVAC 209 Tapola, Bruce Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 1000-1155 88316 Strong, Joel Begin/End Date 07-30 to 08-1 o 000407 BCIS 240 01 Business S!atistics I 3 
000393 ACCT 3 
Course will meet for several days in Metro area. 
MTWR 1230-1430 BB 321 Krueger. David 291 04 Accounting I 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 317 Portz, Kristin ASTRONOMY/First Term 000408 BCIS 241 01 Business Statistics II 3 
000394 ACCT 291 05 Accounting I 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0730-0930 BB 216 Yoshimoto, Gary 
MTWR 1230-1425 BB 317 Portz. Kristin 
000258 ASTA 106 01 Concepts Solar System 3 000409 BCIS 24 1 02 Business Statistics II 3 
000395 ACCT 292 01 Accounting II 3 MTWR 1000-1200 MS24 Lesikar, Arnold MTWR 1000-1200 BB 319 Schneider, Kenneth 
MTWR 0730-0925 88318 Olsberg, Michael 
000259 ASTA 107 01 Concepts StarsAJniverse 3 000410 BCIS 250 01 Appl Program Devel I 3 
000396 ACCT 292 02 Accounting II MTWR 1000-1200 MS 122 Nook, Mark MTWR 0730-0930 BB 315 Heath. Richard 
MTWR 1000-1155 88318 Olsberg, Michael 000411 BCIS 25 1 01 Appl Program Devel II 3 
000397 ACCT 390 0 1 Managerial Acct 3 AVIATION/Full Term MTWR 1000-1200 BB 216 Ormsby, Joseph 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 117 Smith, James Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000412 BCIS 255 01 Comp Interface/Bus Appl 3 
Major Students Only 000122 AVIT 444 01 Internship 3-12 MTWR 1230-1430 BB 216 Yoshimoto, Gary 
000398 ACCT 484 0 1 Not-For-Profi t lnl'I Acct 3 Hours Arranged Mattson, Patrick 000413 BCIS 340 01 Management Info Systems 3 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 117 Smith, James Permission Requ ired Grading Option: SU-REQ MTWR 0730-0930 88118 Chou. Amy 
Major Students Only 
AVIATION/First Term 000414 BCIS 350 01 Systems Analy Design I 3 000639 ACCT 584 01 Not-For-Profit Intl Acct 3 MTWR 1000-1200 BB 119A Chou, David 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 117 Smith, James Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
COURSE TITLE HRS 
Major Students Only 
Major Students Only 000120 AVIT 103 01 Air Transportation 3 000415 BCIS 350 02 Systems Analy Design I 3 
MTWR 1000-1155 HH215 Aceves, Robert MTWR 1230-1430 BB 119A Ormsby. Joseph 
ACCOUNTING/Second Term 000121 AVIT 270 01 Electronics Tech I 3 Major Students Only 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0730-0925 HH 2278 Goke, James 000416 BCIS 443 01 Data Model/DBase lmplem 3 
000399 ACCT 291 06 Accounting I 3 000123 AVIT 444 02 Internship 3-12 MTWR 1230-1430 BB 315 Chen, Qingjun 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 117 Carlson, Ronald Hours Arranged Mattson, Patrick Major Students Only 
000400 ACCT 292 03 Accounting ll 3 Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 00041 8 BCIS 443 02 Data Model/DBase lmp lem 3 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 318 Olsberg, Michael MTWR 1500-1 700 BB 3 15 Chen, Qingjun 
000401 ACCT 292 04 Accounting 11 3 AVIATION/Second Term Major Students Only 
MTWR 1000-1 155 BB 318 Olsberg. Michael Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
COURSE TITLE HRS 
000420 BCIS 453 01 ClienVServer Systems 3 
000637 ACCT 481 01 Adv Accounting 3 
000124 AVIT 444 03 Internship 3-12 MTWR 1000-1200 BB 315 Heath, Richard 
Hours Arranged Mattson, Patrick Major Students Only MTWR 0730-0925 BB 117 Carlson, Ronald 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ Major Students Only 000422 BCIS 459 01 Topics: Electronic Comm 3 
000402 ACCT 482 01 Business Taxation 3 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/First Term 
MTWR 0730-0930 BB 119A Chou, David 
MTWR 1230-1425 BB 316 Wells, Wayne Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Major Students Only 
Major Students Only 000417 BCIS 543 01 Data Model/DBase lmplem 3 
000104 BIOL 151 01 Cell Function/Inheritance MTWR 1230-1430 BB 315 Chen, Qingjun 000403 ACCT 483 01 Personal Taxation 3 MTWR 1000-1215 MS215 DeGroote, David Major Students Only MTWR 1000- 1155 BB 316 Zupanc, Thomas Begin/End Date 06-04 to 07-13 
Major Students Only 000419 BCIS 543 02 Data Model/DBase lmplem 3 
000105 BIOL 152 01 Organismal Diversity MTWR 1500-1700 BB 315 Chen. Qingjun 000638 ACCT 581 01 Adv Accounting 3 MTWR 0730-0945 MS215 DeGroote, David Major Students Only MTWR 0730-0925 BB 117 Carlson, Ronald Begin/End Date 06-04 to 07-13 
Major Students Only 000421 BCIS 553 01 Client/Server Systems 3 
000106 BIOL 206 0 1 Intro Microbiology 4 MTWR 1000-1200 BB 315 Heath, Richard 000640 ACCT 582 01 Business Taxation 3 MTWRF 1230-1445 MS250 Schrank, Gordon Major Students Only MTWR 1230- 1425 BB 316 Wells , Wayne 
Major Students Only 000107 BIOL 262 01 Genetics 4 000423 BCIS 559 01 Topics: Electronic Comm 
MTWRF 1000- 1215 MS245 McGuire, Denise MTWR 0730-0930 BB 119A Chou, David 000641 ACCT 583 01 Personal Taxation 3 
Cell Biology 4 Major Students Only MTWR 1000-1155 BB 316 Zupanc. Thomas 000108 BIOL 360 01 
Major Students Only MTWR 0730-0945 MS 287 Schuh, Timothy 
BUSINESS COMPUTER INFO SYSTEMS/ Begin/End Date 06-04 to 07-13 
ANTHROPOLOGY/Full Term 000109 BIOL 362 01 Microbiology 4 Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0730-1030 MS 250 Cronn, John Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000614 ANTH 502 01 Ethnographic Res Methods 3 Begin/End Date 06-04 to 07-13 000433 BCIS 150 01 Business Appl Software 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 221 Lavenda, Robert 000110 BIOL 422 01 Terrestrial/Aquatic Plant 4 
MTWR 1230-1430 88 315 Collen, Lynn 
Permission Required MTWR 1000-1215 MS212 Arriagada, Jorge 000434 BCIS 241 03 Business Statistics ll 
000111 BIOL 444 01 Field Biology Internship 1-16 
MTWR 0730-0930 BB 2 16 Paulson, Richard 
ANTHROPOLOGY/Second Term Hours Arranged Staff 000435 BCIS 241 04 Business Statistics 11 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Permission Required MTWR 1000-1200 8 8317 Paulson, Richard 
000022 ANTH 491 01 Field Methods Ethnography 1-6 000112 BIOL 444 02 Molecutar Bio Internship 1-16 000436 BCIS 340 02 Management Info Systems 
MTWR 1000-1350 SH 221 Lavenda, Robert Hours Arranged Meerschaert, JoAnn MTWR 1000-1200 88119A Song, Jae 
Permission Required Permission Requ ired 000437 BCIS 340 03 Management Info Systems 
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY 000113 BIOL 477 01 Adv Anatomy:Human Dissect 3 MTWR 0730-0930 BB 119A Song, Jae 
Hours Arranged MS284 Torrence, Judith Major Students Only 
See Educational Reoearch, School Couneellng and Rehab Permission Required 000438 BCIS 351 01 Systems Analy Design II 
and Leadership/Educational Admln, Community Mental 
000114 BIOL 522 01 Terrestrial/Aquatic Plant 4 MTWR 0730-0930 88315 Schmidt, Mark 
Health MTWR 1000-1215 MS212 Arriagada, Jorge Major Students Only 
000115 BIOL 577 01 Adv Anatomy Human Dissect 3 000439 BCIS 351 02 Systems Anaty Design l1 ART/First Term Hours Arranged MS284 Torrence, Judith MTWR 1000-1200 88315 Schmidt, Mark 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Permission Required Major Students Only 
000615 ART 102 01 2·0 Design/Color 3 000440 BCIS 451 01 Telecomm and Network 3 
MTWR 1300-1500 KVAC 106 Staff BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/Second Term MTWR 1000-1200 88216 $ohn, Changsoo 
000341 ART 105 01 Computer Studio 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Major Students Only 
MTWR 1000-1200 KVAC 104 Gorcica, William 000116 BIOL 103 0 1 Human Biology 3 000444 BCIS 451 02 Telecomm and Network 3 
000343 ART 130 01 Studio Sculpture 3 MTW 0730-0915 MS 125 Mork, David MTWR 1230-1430 BB 216 Sohn. Changsoo 
MTWR 1000-1200 KVAC G04 Aiken, Joseph R 0730-0915 MS 245 Major Students Only 
Special Course Fees:$20.00. 000117 BIOL 103 02 Human Biology 3 000442 BCIS 551 01 Telecomm and Network 3 
000342 ART 220 01 Intro Graphic Design I 3 MTW 0730-0915 MS 125 Mork, David MTWR 1000-1200 BB 216 Sohn, Changsoo 
MTWR 1230-1430 KVAC 104 Gorcica, William R 1000-1145 MS 245 Major Students Only 
000616 ART 296 02 Visual Arts Elem Cl Tchrs 2 000118 BIOL 444 03 Field Biology Internship 1-16 000445 BCIS 551 02 Telecomm and Network 3 
MTWR 1000-1200 KVAC 112 Gainey, Kathryn Hours Arranged Staff MTWR 1230-1430 BB 216 Sohn, Changsoo 
Special Course Fees:$15.00. Permission Required Major Students Only 
L 
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BUSINESS LAW/First Term COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/First Term CRIMINAL JUSTICE/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000487 BLAW 235 01 Legal/Ethicl/Global Envir 000353 CDIS 171 01 American Sign Lang 3 000656 CJS 111 01 Crime/Justice in America 3 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 322 Calhoun, Robert TWA 1300-1600 EB B239 Atchison , Joyce MTWR 1000-1155 SH 219 Sweet, Kathleen 
000488 BLAW 436 01 Commercial/Finan Law 3 000355 CDIS 415 01 Comm lntvn w/lnfnt/Child 2 , 000140 CJS 411 01 Organ Admin in Crim Just 3 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 322 Calhoun, Robert TR 0800-1050 EB B207 Devers, Monica MTWR 1000-1155 SH 225 Andzenge, Dick 
Major Students Only 000360 CDIS 415 02 Outcomes Measurement-SLP 000142 CJS 444 01 Internship 1-16 
BUSINESS LAW/Second Term 
F 0930-1430 EB B207 Brundage, Shelley Hours Arranged Clifford, Mary 
Begin/End Date 06- 15 to 07-13 Permission Required Special Fees:$50.00. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Class will meet Fridays: 6/15, 6/22, 7/13. 
Legal/Ethicl/Global Envir 3 
000143 CJS 444 02 Internship 1-16 
000489 BLAW 235 02 000358 CDIS 51 5 01 Comm lntvn w/lnfnt/Child 2 Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 319 Wells, Wayne TR 0600-1050 EB B207 Devers, Monica Permission Required Special Fees:$50.00. 
000491 BLAW 235 03 Legal/EthicVGlobal Envir 3 000361 CDIS 515 02 Outcomes Measurement-SLP 000141 CJS 511 01 Organ Admin in Crim Just 3 
MTWR 1230-1425 BB 322 Zupanc. Thomas F 0930-1430 EB B207 Brundage, Shelley MTWR 1000-1155 SH 225 Andzenge, Dick 
CHEMISTRY/First Term 
Begin/End Date 06-15 to 07-13 
000144 CJS 644 01 Practicum 3-12 Class will meet Fridays: 6/15, 6/22. 7/13. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000366 CDIS 638 01 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
Alaryngeal Speech 2 Permission Required Special Fees:$50.00. 
000082 CHEM 101 01 Understanding Chemistry 3 F 0800-1600 EB B239 Weise, Mary 
MTWRF 1000-1145 MS 119 Leenay, Tamara Begin/End Date 06-29 to 07-27 000145 CJS 650 01 Readings 1-3 
000083 CHEM 140 01 Prep Chemistry Class wilt meet Fridays: 6/29, 7/6, 7/20, 7/27. 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
MTWRF 1000-1145 BH 302 Sadrai, Mahin 000368 CDIS 648 01 Grad Pract Univ Clin ic 
Permission Required 
TWA 1200-1345 BH 347 Hours Arranged Staff 000146 CJS 681 01 Current Prob/Issues CJS 1-3 
000085 CHEM 495 01 Laboratory Safety 2 Permission Required 
Hours Arranged Prout. Robert 
MTWR 0900-1700 MS 125 Staff Mandatory meeting: Monday, June 11 , 8:30-9:30 a.m. 
Permission Required 
Begin/End Date 06-18 to 06-21 Grading Option: Either 000370 CDIS 648 02 Grad Pract Univ Clinic 2 CRIMINAL JUSTICE/Second Term Hours Arranged Staff 000086 CHEM 588 01 Laboratory Safety 2 
Permission Required Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0900-1700 MS 125 S1aff 
Begin/End Date 06-18 to 06-21 Grading Option: Either Mandatory meeting: Monday, June 11 , 8:30-9:30 a.m 000147 CJS 444 03 Internship 1-16 
000373 CDIS 649 01 Practicum:Off-Campus Hours Arranged Cl ifford, Mary 
CHEMISTRY/Second Term Hours Arranged Brundage, Shelley Permission Required Special Fees:$50.00. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Permission Required 000148 CJS 444 04 Internship 1-16 
000084 CHEM 141 01 lntr Organic/Bio Chem 000375 CDIS 649 02 Practicum:Off-Campus 2 Hours Arranged 
Prout, Robert 
MTWRF 1000-1145 MS 119 Evenson, Mary Hours Arranged Brundage, Shelley Permission Required 
Special Fees:$50.00. 
TWA 1200-1345 BH 348 Permission Requi red 
EARTH SCIENCE/First Term 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES/Full Term COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/Second Term Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000334 ESCI 109 01 Geologic Environment 3 
000632 CFS 508 01 Develop Screen/Assessment 3 000354 CDIS 171 02 American Sign Lang 3 MW 0900-1100 MS 116 Nelson, Charles 
TR 0900-1400 EB B108 Gilman, Cheri TWA 1300-1600 EB B239 Atchison, Joyce TR 0900-1200 MS 116 Pekarek, Alfred 
Co-Requisite: CFS 668 01 Permission Required 000335 ESCI 230 01 Dynamic Water Systems 
000633 CFS 668 01 Practicum Assessmeni 000371 CDIS 648 03 Grad Pract Univ Clinic MTWRF 1230-1700 MS 22 Nelson, Charles 
T 1400-1500 EB B108 Gilman, Cheri Hours Arranged Staff Begin/End Date 06-27 to 07-13 
Co-Requisite: CFS 508 01 Permission Requi red 000336 ESCI 260 01 Introductory Meteorology 
Class will meet on June 12 from 2:00-3:00 plus Hours Arranged. Mandatory meeting: Monday, June 11 , 8:30-9:30 a.m. MTWRF 1000-1200 MS 110 Staff 
000372 CDIS 648 04 Grad Pract Univ Clinic 000339 ESCI 407 01 MN Rocks and Waters 3 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES/First Term Hours Arranged S1aff MTWRF 1230-1445 MS22 Hoff, Jean 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-1 1 to 06-26 
000509 CFS 315 01 Intro to Early Education 3 Mandatory meeting: Monday, June 11 . 8:30-9:30 a.m. Required field trip (7 a.m. June 21 thru 10 p.m. June 22). 
MW 0830-1300 EB B108 Own, Ming-Chi 000378 CDIS 649 03 Practicum:Off~Campus 
000636 CFS 627 01 Home Visiting Hours Arranged Brundage, Shelley EARTH SCIENCE/Second Term 
MTWR 0730-1045 Keaveny, Janel Permission Required Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-2 1 000379 CDIS 649 04 Practicum:Off-Campus 000337 ESCI 220 01 Physical Geology Systems 
000513 CFS 635 01 Parenthood & Adu lt Devel 2 Hours Arranged Brundage, Shelley MTWR 1000-1200 MS 110 Pekarek, Alfred 
s 0900-1730 EB B108 Alden, Ada Permission Required T 1300-1500 MS 110 
Class wil l meet on the following dates:June 16, 23, 30 & July 7. R 1300-1700 MS 110 
COMMUNITY STUDIES/First Term 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES/Second Term Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS ECONOMICS/Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000552 CMTY 111 01 Race in America 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000518 CFS 605 01 Early Chldhood & Fam Std MTWR 1000-1155 SH 327 Tripp, Luke 000321 ECON 583 01 Contemporary Econ Problms 3 
MTW Bauermeister, Maxine 000554 CMTY 111 02 Race in America 3 MTW 0800-1130 SH 325 Banaian, King 
Hours Arranged Permission Required MTWR 1230-1425 SH 327 Tripp, Luke R 0800-1000 SH 325 
Begin/End Date 08-06 to 08-08 000555 CMTY 195 01 Comm/Democratic Citizensh 3 Class will meet at St. John's Univ. MTWR 1000-1155 SH 332 Rigopoulou-Melcher, ECONOMICS/First Term 
000519 CFS 605 02 Early Chldhood & Fam S1d Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000556 CMTY 195 02 Comm/Democratic Citizensh 3 
MTW Hassian, Robin MTWR 1230-1425 SH 332 Rigopoulou-Melcher, 000322 ECON 195 01 Econ/Democratic Citizensh 3 
Hours Arranged Permission Required MTWR 1230-1425 SH 322 White , Michael 
Begin/End Date 08-06 to 08-08 
COMMUNITY STUDIES/Second Term 000323 ECON 205 01 Prin Macroeconomics 3 Class will meet at St . John's Univ. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0730-0925 SH 301 Hampton, Nathan 
000520 CFS 605 03 Summer Institute 
000324 ECON MTW Minden, Pamm 000557 CMTY 111 03 Race in' America 3 206 01 Prin Microeconomics 3 
Hours Arranged Permission Required MTWR 1000-1155 SH 327 Tripp, Luke MTWR 1000-1155 SH 301 Grossman, Philip 
Begin/End Date 08-06 to 08-08 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/First Term 
000325 ECON 444 01 Internship and Field Work 1-12 
Class will meet at St. John's Univ. Hours Arranged SH 376 Hughes. Patricia 
000521 CFS 605 04 Early Chldhood & Fam S1d 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Permission Required 
MTW Gilman, Cheri 000294 CSCI 169 01 Computers in Society 3 000326 ECON 451 01 Resource Environment Econ 
Hours Arranged Permission Required MTWR 1000-1155 ECC 111 Gammell, John MTWR 1000-1155 SH 325 Hampton, Nathan 
Begin/End Date 08-06 to 08-08 000295 CSCI 201 01 Fundamentals/Comp Science 4 000327 ECON 471 01 Money and Banking Class will meet at St. John's Univ. MTWRF 0730-0930 ECC 135 Fisher, Theresia MTWR 1000-1155 SH 322 Kang, Eungmin 
000515 CFS 621 01 Adv Chi ld Dev/Student Res 3 000296 CSCI 201 02 Fundamentals/Comp Science 4 
MWF 0830-1230 EB B108 Palm, Glen MTWRF 1000-1200 ECC 135 Fisher, Theresia 
000328 ECON 551 01 Resource Environment Econ 
Begin/End Date 07-16 to 08-12 MTWR 1000-1155 SH 325 Hampton, Nathan 
Pre-Session Day:June 9 (9:00-12:00). 000297 CSCI 260 01 Programming in C 2 000329 ECON 571 01 Money and Banking 
WOfking w/Parents in Grp 
MWF 0730-1030 ECC 102 Herath, Jayantha MTWR 1000-1155 SH 322 Kang, Eungmin 000516 CFS 645 01 2 Begin/End Date 06- 11 to 06-29 
MTWRF 0900-1600 EB B108 Campbell , Deborah 
Begin/End Date 07-26 to 08-01 Co-Requisite: CFS 666 01 000298 CSCI 261 01 Programming in C++ 2 ECONOMICS/Second Term 
MWF 1300-1600 ECC 102 Herath, Jayantha Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000517 CFS 666 01 Parent Ed Group Practicum Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-29 
Hours Arranged Campbell. Deborah 000330 ECON 195 02 Econ/Democratic Citizensh 3 
Begin/End Date 07-26 to 08-01 Co-Requisite: CFS 645 01 000299 CSCI 299 01 JAVA Programming 2 MTWR 1000-1155 SH301 Gallagher, Daniel 
TR 0730-1040 ECC 102 Herath, Jayantha 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS/Full Term Begin/End Date 06-12 to 07-05 
000331 ECON 205 02 Prin Macroeconomics 3 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 322 Gleisner, Richard 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/Second Term 000332 ECON 206 02 Prin Microeconomics 3 
000380 CDIS 650 01 lnlernship:Medical/Aehab 6 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0730-0925 SH 322 Luksetich, William 
Hours Arranged Brundage, Shelley 
000628 CSCI 301 01 Intro AlgOfithms/Data Sir Permission Required 4 
MTWRF 0730-0930 ECC 115 Hu, Jie 
18 SCSU Summer Sessions 200 I 
EDUCATION 000246 ENGL 503 01 Computers and English 3 000015 ETS 595 02 Tech Activities Elem Ed 
See Teacher Development MlWR 1230-1425 R2 Fountaine, Tim MlWR 0900-1600 HH 225 Nicholson, James 
000247 ENGL 565 01 History of Engl Language 3 Begin/End Date 06-25 to 06-28 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/First Term MlWR 1000-1155 SH 210 Rundquist , Suellen EDUCATIONAL RSRCH, SCHOOL Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000248 ENGL 581 01 Modern Brit Short Story 3 
000563 EDAD 608 01 School Superintendency 3 MlWR 1000-1155 SH 122 Connaughton. Michael COUNSEL,REHAB/Full Term Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged EB A122 Schnellert , Gary 000237 ENGL 650 01 Tchg Multicultural Lit 3 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-22 
MlWR 0730-1230 SH 221 Gordon, Christie 
000493 EDC 669 01 Supervised Counsel Pract 
Class meets from 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM on June 11 . 12. 13, 14, 15, 
Begin/End Da1e 06-11 to 06-21 
w 1230-1730 EB A244 Peterson, Terrance 
18, 19, 20. 21 and 22. Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000565 EDAD 612 Prog/Assess/Eval Tech 3 000249 ENGL 667 
01 Assess/Eval/Test TESL 3 Special Fee:$21 .00 
01 
MlWR 1230-1425 BB 318 Teutsch-Dwyer, Marya Hours Arranged EB A122 Holmgren-Hoeller, Ga 000498 EDC 669 02 Supervised Counsel PracI 
Begin/End Date 07-09 to 07-20 
ENGLISH/Second Term 
Hours Arranged Hotz, John 
Class meets from 1 :DO PM to 5:00 PM on July 9, 1 0, 11 , 12, 13, Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
16, 17, 18, 19 and 20. Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Special Fee:$21 .00 
000583 EDAD 640 01 Intro to School Finance 3 000250 ENGL 184 03 Intro to Literature 3 000502 EDR 675 01 Research Methods 
Hours Arranged EB A122 Brooks. Daniel MlWR 1230-1425 SH 210 Sorensen, Sally TR 1230-1425 EB 8213 Murphy, Robert 
Begin/End Date 07-09 to 07-20 000251 ENGL 202 01 Myth, Legend/Sacred Liter 3 Permission Required 
Class meets from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM on July 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, MlWR 1230-1425 SH 223 Fosler, Judy 
16, 17, 18, 19 and 20. 
Amer Lit: 1830-1900 EDUCATIONAL RSRCH, SCHOOL 000252 ENGL 3 11 01 
000586 EDAD 657 01 Education Policy 3 MlWRF 1000-1200 SH 212 Foster, Judy COUNSEL,REHAB/First Term 
Hours Arranged EB A122 Moore, Charles Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Begin/End Date 06-25 to 07-06 000235 ENGL 414 01 Adv Studies AmeriMultich 3 
Class meets from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM on June 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 MlWR 1230-1425 SH 220 Crow, Stephen 000668 EDR 101 0 1 Applying Psychology 3 
and 15 and July 2. 3. 5 and 6. 01 Adv Studies Amer Multiclt 3 
MlWR 1230-1425 EB A239 Preble. Jana 
000236 ENGL 514 Small groups will also meet in A220A. 
000587 EDAD 670 01 Practicum in Educ Admin 3 MlWR 1230-1425 SH 220 Crow, Stephen 
Hours Arranged EBA227 Moore, Charles 000470 EDR 262 01 Human Growth & Developmnt 
Begin/End Date 06-25 to 07-06 ENVIRONMENTAL & TECHNOLOGICAL MlWR 1000-1155 EB 8206 Hotz. John 
Class meets from 1 :00 PM to 5:00 PM on June 25. 26. 27. 28, 29 STUDIES/Full Term 000655 EDR 262 03 Human Growth & Developmnt 
and July 2. 3. 5 and 6. Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MlWR 0730-0925 EB 8206 Staff 
000588 EDAD 680 01 Intro Research Developmt 3 000003 ETS 444 01 Internship 6-9 000471 EDR 361 01 Intro to EducatiOnal Psy 
Hours Arranged EB A122 Zarghami, Fatemeh Hours Arranged Helgeson, Kurt MlWR 1230-1425 EB A240 Hoover, Steven 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-22 Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 000483 EDR 419 01 Prof/Sci Ethics in Psych Class meets from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM on June 11 , 12, 13. 14, 
15, 18, 19. 20 and 21. 000010 ETS 544 01 Internship 6-9 MlWR 1000-1155 EB A240 Jensen. Marilyn 
Hours Arranged Helgeson, Kurt Peterson, Terrance 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/ Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 000485 EDR 530 01 Adv Human Growth & Devel 
Second Term MlWR 1000-1155 EB A239 Hoover. Steven 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS ENVIRONMENTAL & TECHNOLOGICAL 000486 EDC 653 01 Psycho-social/Cultrl Fact 
000582 EDAD 622 01 Legal Aspects of Ed Admin 3 
STUDIES/First Term MlWR 0730-0925 EB A239 Hotz, John 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged EB A122 Skaja, Hugh 000490 EDC 668 01 Counseling Procedures 
Begin/End Date 08-06 to 08-15 000001 ETS 183 01 Tech/Third Wr!d Dev MGM 3 MlWR 0730-0925 EB A240 Petrange!o, George 
Class meets from 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM on August 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, MlWR 1230-1425 HH 228 Akubue, Anthony 
13, 14 and 15. 000503 EDR 678 01 Intro to Grad Statistics 
000002 ETS 413 01 Wkshop: CAO Product Model 3 MlWR 1000-11 55 EB 8213 Murphy, Robert 
000584 EDAD 645 01 Aux Functions Dist Admin 3 MlWR 0900-1600 HH 232 Nicholson. James 
Hours Arranged EB A122 Worner, Roger Begin/End Date 07-02 10 07-12 EDUCATIONAL RSRCH, SCHOOL Begin/End Date 07-23 to 08-03 Modular Technology I 
Class meets from 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM on July 23, 24. 25, 26, 27, 000643 ETS 458 51 
2 COUNSEL,REHAB/Second Term 
30 and 31 and August 1, 2 and 3. MlWR 0900-1600 
Schwaller, Anthony Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000585 EDAD 
Begin/End Date 06-25 to 06-28 
000504 EDR 262 02 Human Growth & Developmnt 650 01 Intro Sch Commmun Relatn 3 Workshop will be held at Farmington High School in Farmington, 
Hours Arranged EB A122 Worner. Kay MN. Special Course Fees:$75.00. MlWR 1230-1425 EB 8206 Downing, Trae 
Begin/End Date 07-23 to 08-03 
000644 ETS 459 51 Modular Technology II 2 000505 EDR 361 02 Intro to Educational Psy Class meets from 1 :00 PM to 5:00 PM on July 23, 24, 25, 26. 27. 
MlWR 0900-1600 Schwaller. Anthony MlWR 1000-1 155 EB 8213 Hoover, Steven 30, 31 and August 1, 2. and 3. 
Begin/End Date 07-09 to 07-12 000669 EDR 361 03 Intro to Educational Psy 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING/Full Term Workshop will be held at New London/Spicer High School. Special MlWR 1230-1425 EB 8214 Staff 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Course Fees:$75.00. 000506 EDC 651 01 Counseling Theories 
000646 EE 101 01 Intro Engr Profession 3 000671 ETS 488 01 
Television Course 2 MlWR 1000-1 155 EBA239 Downing, Trae 
Hours Arranged Staff lWR 0730-1600 HH 116 Helgeson, Kurt Permission Required 
Sign up for MFGE 101 which is the same course/instructor. Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-12 to 06-14 000507 EDC 658 01 Multicultural Counseling 
000647 EE 444 01 Internship 1-3 000006 ETS 488 51 Concrete & Masonry Acad 2 MlWR 0730-0925 EB A239 Staff 
Hours Arranged Zheng, Yi lWR 0730-1700 Helgeson. Kurt Permission Required 
Permission Required Major Students Only Permission Required Begin/End Date 06- 19 to 06-21 000508 EDR 678 02 Intro to Grad Statistics 3 
Special Fee:$75.00. Workshop will be held in St. Paul , MN at MlWR 1000-1155 EB 8214 Murphy, Robert 
ENGLISH/Full Term the Bricklayers Training Center. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000007 ETS 495 01 Transportation Academy 3 FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE/ 
000253 ENGL 191 01 Intro Rhetorcl/Analyt Wrt MlWR 0900-1600 HH225 Schwaller, Anthony Full Term 
TR 1000-1230 SH 21 4 Buturian, Linda Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-22 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000254 ENGL 191 02 Intro Rhetorcl/Analyt Wrt 000008 ETS 495 02 Tech Activities Elem Ed 2 000454 FIRE 444 01 Internship in Business 3-12 
TR 0730-1000 SH 21 4 Staff MlWR 0900-1600 HH225 Nicholson. James Hours Arranged Mooney, Steven 
000255 ENGL 191 03 Intro Rhetorcl/Analyt Wrt 
Begin/End Date 06-25 to 06-28 Permission Required Johnson. Scott 
MW 1000-1230 SH 21 4 Staff 000009 ETS 513 01 Wkshop: CAD Product Model 3 Major Students Only Grading Option: SU-AEO 
000256 ENGL 191 04 Intro Rhetorcl/Analyt Wrt 
MlWR 0900-1600 HH 232 Nicholson, James 
TR 1230-1500 BB 218 Staff 
Begin/End Date 07-02 to 07-12 FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE/ 
000673 ETS 558 5 1 Modular Technology I 2 First Term 
ENGLISH/First Term MlWR 0900-1600 Schwaller, Anthony Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Begin/End Date 06-25 to 06-28 000446 FIRE 371 01 Managerial Finance 3 
000238 ENGL 
Special Fee:$75.00. Workshop will be held at Farmington High MlWR 0730-0925 BB 217 Sneide. Gary 
184 49 Intro to Literature 3 School in Farmington. MN. 
MlWR 1230-1425 CH 130 Crow, Stephen 000448 FIRE 371 02 Managerial Finance 3 
Paired with ITV section. 000645 ETS 559 51 Modular Techology II 2 MlWR 1000- 1155 BB 217 Ngassam, Christopher 
000239 ENGL 313 01 American Lit Since WW 11 MlWR 
0900-1600 Schwaller, Anthony 000451 FIRE 373 01 Investment Principles 3 
MlWRF 1230-1430 SH 204 Perry, Constance Begin/End Date 07-09 to 07-12 MlWR 0730-0925 881198 Bohnen, Howard Workshop will be held at New London/Spicer High School. Special Major Students Only 
000240 ENGL 332 0 1 Writing/Professions 3 Course Fees:$75.00. 
MlWR 1000- 1155 R2 Fountaine, Tim Concrete & Masonry Acad 
000452 FIRE 375 01 Risk Mgmt Insurance 3 
000672 ETS 588 01 MlWR 1230-1425 BB 217 Haley, Joseph 000241 ENGL 342 01 Creative Writing: Fiction 3 lWR 0730-1600 HH 116 Helgeson, Kurt Major Students Only MlWR 1000- 1155 SH 302 Wang, Jack Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-12 to 06-14 
000242 ENGL 361 0 1 Intro to Linguistics 4 51 Concrete & Masonry Acad 2 
000453 FIRE 378 01 Real Estate Principles 3 
000013 ETS 588 MlWR 1000-1155 BB 1198 Mooney, Steven MlWRF 0730-0930 SH 220 Katti . Ettien lWR 0730-1600 Helgeson. Kurt Major Students Only 
000243 ENGL 403 0 1 Compu1ers and English 3 Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-19 to 06-21 
MlWR 1230-1425 R2 Fountaine, Tim Special Fee:$75.00. Workshop will be held in St . Paul . MN at 000455 FIRE 490 01 Topics in FIRE 
the Bricklayers Training Center. Hours Arranged Bohnen, Howard 
000244 ENGL 465 01 History of Engl Language 3 Permission Required Major Students Only 
MlWR 1000-1155 SH 210 Rundquist, Suellen 0000 14 ETS 595 01 Transportation Academy 3 
000245 ENGL 
MlWR 0900-1600 HH 225 Schwaller, Anthony 
481 01 Modern Brit Short Story 3 Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-22 
MlWR 1000-11 55 SH 122 Connaughton, Michael 
L 
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FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE/ 000034 HLTH 405 02 Mood Modifying Substances 2 HUMAN REL & MULTICULTURAL EDUC/ 
Second Term MlWR 0730-0935 HAH 346 Thompson, Karen Second Term 
Coo ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Begin/End Date 07-16 to 08-02 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000449 FIRE 37 1 03 Managerial Finance 3 
000036 HLTH 405 03 Mood Modifying Substances 000605 HURL 201 02 Non-Oppressive Aelatn MGM 3 
MlWR 1230-1425 BB 217 Gangopadhyay, Partha 
MlWR 1000-1205 HAH 346 Thompson, Karen MlWR 1000-1155 EB 811 2 Tripp, Michael 
Begin/End Dale 07- 16 lo 08-02 Major Students Only 000619 HURL 206 02 Understanding Oppress MGM 1 
000450 FIRE 371 04 Managerial Finance 3 
000040 HLTH 405 05 Mood Modifying Substances 2 TR 1230-1345 EB A128 Tripp, Michael 
MlWR 1000-1155 BB 1198 Mitteness, Cheryl MlWR 1230-1435 HAH 335 Thompson, Karen 
Major Students Only Begin/End Date 07- 16 to 08-02 
000606 HURL 407 0 1 American Indian Issues 2 
1W 1700-1930 EB 8 107 Cheeseman, Gary 
000456 FIRE 471 01 Corporate Financ Policy 3 
000043 HLTH 475 01 Epidemilogy 3 
MlWR 0730-0925 BB 217 Sarwar, Ghulam 
MlWR 0730-0925 HAH 344 Shafer, Troy 000607 HURL 497 04 HURL for Teachers I 
Major Students Only 000046 HLTH 482 01 Environmental Hlth 3 
lWR 1000-1235 EB 81 07 Hackman, Heather 
000458 FIRE 472 01 Financial Institutions 3 
MlWR 1000-1155 HAH 347 Shafer, Troy 000609 HURL 497 05 HURL for Teachers I 3 
MlWR 1000-11 55 BB 217 Hudson, William 000035 HLTH 505 02 Mood Mod Substances 2 
TR 0730-1120 EB A128 Wolf, Michele 
Major Students Only MlWR 0730-0935 HAH 346 Thompson, Karen 00061 1 HURL 497 06 HURL for Teachers I 3 
000457 FIRE 571 01 Corporate Financ Policy 3 
Begin/End Date 07 -16 to 08-02 MlWR 1230-1425 SH 327 Tripp, Luke 
MlWR 0730-0925 BB 217 Sarwar, Ghulam 000037 HLTH 505 03 Mood Mod Substances 2 000608 HURL 597 04 HURL for Teachers t 3 
Major Students Only MlWR 1000-1205 HAH 346 Thompson, Karen lWR 1000-1235 EB 8 107 Hackman, Heather 
000459 FIRE 572 01 Financial Institutions 3 Begin/End Date 07-16 to 08-02 000610 HURL 597 05 HURL for Teachers I 3 
MlWR 1000-1 155 BB 217 Hudson, William 000041 HLTH 505 05 Mood Mod Substances 2 TR 0730-11 20 EB A128 Wolf, Michele 
Major Students Only MlWR 1230-1435 HAH 335 Thompson, Karen 000612 HURL 597 06 HURL for Teachers I 3 
Begin/End Date 07 -16 to 08-02 MlWR 1230-1425 SH 327 Tripp, Luke 
GEOGRAPHY/Full Term 000047 HLTH 582 01 Environmental Health 3 
Coo ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MlWR 1000-1155 HAH 347 Shafer, Troy INFORMATION MEDIA/First Term 
000092 GEOG 361 01 Tourism Transport Systems 3 Coo ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
HRS 
MlWR 1055-11 55 SH 307 Addo, Edward HISTORY/First Term 000305 IM 245 01 Micro Classroom Media Ctr 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MlWR 0730-0925 EB A126 Stachowski, Thomas 
GEOGRAPHY/First Term 000133 HIST 106 01 Contemporary Africa 3 000306 IM 260 01 Exploring Info Tech 3 
Coo ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MlWR 0730-0925 SH 210 Nayenga. Peter MlWR 0730-0925 MC206 Staff 
000088 GEOG 111 01 Intro to Global Geog MGM 3 000134 HIST 371 01 Africa Since 1500 3 000309 IM 260 02 Exploring Info Tech 3 
MlWR 0730-0925 SH 308 Bixby, Robert MlWR 1000-11 55 SH 212 Nayenga, Peter MlWR 1230-1425 MC206 Staff 
000089 GEOG 250 01 Map Fundamentals 3 HISTORY/Second Term 000311 IM 421 01 Media/Mal/Methods lnstruc 2 
MlWR 1000-1155 SH 309 Torguson. Jeffrey Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MlWR 0730-0845 MC31 Staff 
000090 GEOG 253 01 Theories & Concepts Geog 3 000135 HIST 141 01 United States Since 1865 3 000313 IM 421 02 Media/Mal/Methods lnstruc 2 
MlWR 1000-1155 SH 308 Baker. Randal MlWR 0730-0925 SH 219 Hofsommer. Don MlWR 1230-1345 MC31 Hites, Jeanne 
000091 GEOG 273 01 Physical Geography 3 000136 HIST 480 01 Sem: World War II at Home 3 000634 IM 445 01 Children's Lit Wkshop 1' 
MlWR 0730-0925 SH 305 Wixon, Lewis MlWR 1000-11 55 SH 284 Hofsommer, Don MT 0900-1900 Williams, Sandra 
000094 GEOG 399 01 GPS & Us Applications 3 
MT 0900- 1600 Inkster. Christine 
000138 HIST 483 0 1 Sem: Hitler's Germany 3 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
MlWR 1700-1955 SH 309 Wong, Kenneth MlWR 1230-1425 SH 219 Connor. Paul Offered as part of an educational conference held at the 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 07-02 
000137 HIST 580 01 Sem: World War It at Home 3 Holiday Inn. For registration information call 320-202-1831 . 
000093 GEOG 444 01 Internship: Practicl Geog 1-12 MlWR 1000-11 55 SH 284 Hotsommer, Don May not enroll via Ttrs or web. 
Hours Arranged Baker, Randal 
000315 IM 452 01 Access to Information 3 
Permission Required 000139 HIST 583 01 Sem: Hitler's Germany 3 
MlWR 1230-1425 SH 219 Connor. Paul MlWR 0730-0925 MC 18 Ewing, M 
GEOGRAPHY/Second Term 000318 IM 454 01 Micro Appl Ed Training 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
HUMAN REL & MULTICULTURAL EDUC/ MlWR 1000-1155 MC 206 Staff 
000095 GEOG Intro to Global Geog MGM 
First Term 000338 IM 462 01 Designing Editing TV 3 
111 02 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MlWR 1500-1655 MC31 Josephson, Richard 
MlWR 1000-1155 SH 308 Richason, Benjamin 
000589 HURL 201 01 Non-Oppressive Relatn MGM 3 000347 IM 486 01 Sem:Create Games Clariswk 1 
000096 GEOG 316 01 Intro Geog Info Systems MlWR 1000-1155 EB 8112 Tripp, Michael F 0800-1530 EB A126 Stachowski, Thomas 
MlWR 0730-0925 SH 309 Richason. Benjamin Grading Option: SU-REQ 000590 HURL 206 01 Understanding Oppress MGM 1 
TR 1230-1345 EB 8113 Tripp, Michael Course meets July 6 & July 13, 2001 . 
GERMAN/First Term 000591 HURL 406 01 Sexual Assault Advo Train 3 000348 IM 502 01 Info Media:Theory/Res/Pra 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MlW 1700-1935 EB 8 107 LaDue, Lee MlWR 1230-1345 MC 18 Thompson, Merton 
000468 GER 10 1 01 Elem German I 000593 HURL 491 01 Change Agent Skills 3 000349 IM 521 01 Media/Mal/Methods lnstruc 
MlWRF 1000-1200 BH 104 Jarvis, Shawn 
lWR 1000-1235 EB A123 Hofmann, Suellyn MlWR 0730-0845 MC31 Staff 
Co-Requisite: HURL 492 01 Call Help Line to register. 000350 IM 521 02 Media/Mal/Methods lnstruc 
HEALTH/Full Term 000595 HURL 492 01 Practicum Soc Empowerment 1 MlWR 1230-1345 MC31 Hites, Jeanne 
Coo ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS lWR 130Q-1350 EB A123 Hofmann, Sueltyn 000635 IM 545 01 Children's Lit Wkshop 
000042 HLTH 446 0 1 Internship, Comm Hlth 6-1 2 Co~Aequisite: HURL 49 1 01 Call Help Line to register. MT 0900-1900 Williams, Sandra 
Hours Arranged Dobey, Rodney 000597 HURL 497 0 1 Human Relations and Tchr 3 MT 0900-1600 Inkster, Christine 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ lWR 1000-1235 EB 8107 Hakim. Semya Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-12 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Offered as par t of an educational conference held at the 
000599 HURL 497 02 Human Relations and Tchr 3 Holiday Inn. For registration information call 320-202-1831. 
HEALTH/First Term lWR 1000-1235 EB 8214 Hackman, Heather May not enroll via Ttrs or web. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000601 HURL 497 03 Human Relations and Tchr 3 000356 IM 552 01 Access to Information 3 
000029 HLTH 215 01 Personal/Community Hlth 2 MW 1000-1220 EB 8207 Thompson, Karen MlWR 0730-0925 MC 18 Ewing. M 
MlWR 0730-0845 HAH 348 Schmitz, Marge TR 1000-1220 EB 8110 Begin/End Date 06-11 to 07-05 
000357 IM 554 01 Micro Appl Ed Training 3 
000030 HLTH 215 02 Personal/Community Hlth 2 000592 HURL 506 01 Sexual Assault Advo Train 3 MlWR 1000-1155 MC 206 Slaff 
MlWR 1000-1115 HAH 348 Schmitz, Marge MlW 1700-1935 EB 8107 LaDue, Lee 
000359 IM 562 01 Designing Editing lV 3 
000032 HLTH 405 0 1 Mood Modifying Substances 2 000594 HURL 591 0 1 Change Agent Skills 3 MlWR 1500-1655 MC31 Josephson, Richard 
MlWR 1000-1115 HAH 346 Staff lWR 1000-1235 EB A123 Hofmann, Suellyn 
Co-Requisite: HURL 592 01 Call Help Line to register. 000362 IM 586 01 Sem:Create Games Clariswk 000038 HLTH 405 04 Mood Modifying Substances 2 F 0800-1530 EB A126 Stachowski, Thomas 
MlWR 1230-1345 HAH 348 Schmitz , Marge 000596 HURL 592 01 Practicum Soc Empowerment I Grading Option: SU-REO 
000044 HLTH 481 01 Human Sexuality 3 lWR 1300-1350 EB A123 Hofmann, Suellyn Course meets July 6 & July 13. 2001 . 
MlWR 0730-0915 HAH 346 Odette, Jenifer Co-Requisite: HURL 591 01 Call Help Line to register. 000365 IM 608 0 1 Research Meth in Media 3 
000033 HLTH 505 01 Mood Mod Substances 2 000598 HURL 597 0 1 Human Rel and Teacher 3 MlWR 0730-0925 MC17 Hites, Jeanne 
MlWR 1000-1115 HAH 346 Staff lWR 1000-1235 EB 8107 Hakim, Semya 000367 IM 620 0 1 School Info Technologies 2 
000039 HLTH 505 04 Mood Mod Substances 2 000600 HURL 597 02 Human Rel and Teacher 3 MlWR 1500-1615 MC18 Rodgers, Judith 
MlWR 1230-1345 HAH 348 Schmitz, Marge lWR 1000-1235 EB 8214 Hackman, Heather 000369 IM 622 01 Media SelecVEval 
000045 HLTH 581 01 Human Sexuality 3 000602 HURL 597 03 Human Rel and Teacher 3 MlWR 1000-1115 MC18 Rodgers, Judith 
MlWR 0730-0915 HAH 346 Odette, Jenifer MW 1000-1220 EB 8207 Thompson, Karen 
TR 1000-1220 EBB110 Begin/End Date 06-11 to 07-05 000374 IM 624 01 Organization Info Resourc 
MlWR 1230-1345 MC 207 Hedin, Bonnie 
HEALTH/Second Term 000603 HURL 630 01 Teach Non-Violence 2 MlWRF 0800-1210 EB A229 Andrzejewski, Julie 000377 IM 682 01 Media Generalist Practicm 1-3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Begin/End Date 06-12 to 06-19 Hours Arranged Rodgers, Judith 
000028 HLTH 210 01 Principles of Nutrition 2 Class meets June 12. 13, 14, 15, 18 & 19. Permission Required 
MlWRF 0730-1000 HAH 335 Odette. Jenifer 000604 HURL 630 02 Global lssues For Ed 3 000381 IM 686 01 Seminar:Grant Writing 
Begin/End Date 07-16 lo 07-27 MlWR 1230-1620 EB B11 2 Kellogg , Polly F 0800-1530 MC31 Fields. Dennis 
000031 HLTH 305 01 Principles of Safety Ed Begin/End Date 06- 11 10 06-26 Begin/End Date 06-15 to 06-22 Grading Option: SU-AEQ 
MlWR 1000-1155 HAH 345 Staff Course meets June 15 & 22. 2001 . 
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000383IM 687 01 Readings in Media 1-2 0004 76 MGMT 467 01 Organization Theory 3 MASTER OF BUSINESS 
Hours Arranged Staff MTWR 1000-1155 BB 218 Polley, Douglas ADMINISTRATION/First Term 
Permission Required Major Students Only Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000465 IM 697 01 Research Applications 2 0004 78 MGMT 495 02 Strategic Mgmt 3 000492 MBA 636 01 Legal Ethical Reg Env Bus 3 
Hours Arranged Staff MTWR 0730-0925 BB 319 Polley, Douglas w 1730-2200 BB322 Sleeper, Bradley 
Permission Required Major Students Only Major Students Only Begin/End Date 05-16 to 07- 11 
000477 MGMT 567 01 Organization Theory 3 000484 MBA 670 01 Corporate Strategies 3 
INFORMATION MEDIA/Second Term MTWR 1000-1155 BB 218 Polley, Douglas T 1730-2200 BB 217 SubbaNarasimha, P.N. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Major Students Only Major Students Only Begin/End Date 05- 15 to 07-03 
000385 IM 260 03 Exploring Info Tech 3 MANAGEMENT/Second Term MATHEMATICS/Full Term MTWR 0730-0925 MC206 Staff 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000386 IM 404 01 Instructional Design I 3 
000479 MGMT 301 02 Intro Professional Mgmt 3 Basic Math Concepts MTWR 1230-1425 MC 17 Staff 000291 MATH 070 01 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 218 Sebastian. Richard MTWR 1000-1200 SH 203 Dobson, Carol 
000387 IM 421 03 Media/Mat/Methods lnstruc 2 
000480 MGMT 301 03 Intro Professional Mgmt 3 lntermediaIe Algebra MTWR 0730-0845 MC31 Thoms, Karen 000292 MATH 072 01 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 218 Sebastian, Richard MTWR 0730--0930 SH 203 Wilmesmeier, James 
000388 IM 421 04 Media/Mat/Methods lnstruc 2 
000481 MGMT 383 03 Operations Mgmt MTWR 1230-1345 MC31 Thoms, Karen 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 118 Sprenger, Guy MATHEMATICS/First Term 
000390 IM 455 01 Desgn/Prep Multi Prestn 1 3 Operations Mgmt 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000482 MGMT 383 04 MTWR 1000-1155 MC 206 Rotto, Luther 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 118 Sprenger, Guy 000283 MATH 105 01 Cultural Math 
000424 IM 504 01 Instructional Design I 3 MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 108 Walk, Stephen 
MTWR 1230-1425 MC 17 Staff MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING/First Term 000282 MATH 112 01 College Algebra 
000425 IM 521 03 Media/Mat/Methods lnstruc 2 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 130 Lan, lh-Aen 
MTWR 0730-0845 MC31 Thoms, Karen 000130 MFGE 101 01 Intro to Engr Profession 3 000278 MATH 193 01 Mathematical Thinking 
000426 IM 521 04 Media/Mat/Methods lnstruc TR 0900-1050 ECC 121 Covey, Steven MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 130 Tu, Shu-Yi 
MTWR 1230-1345 MC31 Thoms, Karen w 0830-1130 ECC 121 000281 MATH 193 02 Mathematical Thinking 
000427 IM 555 0 1 Desgn Pre Multi Prestn I MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 108 Haller, Susan 
MTWR 1000-1155 MC 206 Aotto, Luther MARKETING/Full Term 000277 MATH 196 01 Mathematcl Thinking/Model 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000428 IM 612 01 Tech Libraries/Media Ctrs MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 130 Bahauddln, Mohammed 
000547 MKTG 444 01 Internship 3-12 MTWR 0730-0925 MC 18 Thompson, Merton 
Hours Arranged Asquith , Jo Ann 000279 MATH 221 01 Cale/Analytic Geometry I 
000429 IM 623 01 Rdg/ListenNtew Guidance 2 Permission Required Johnson. Scott MTWRF 0800-0920 ECC 112 Buske, Dale 
MTWR 1230-1600 MC 18 Rodgers, Judith Major Students Only MTWRF 1040-1200 ECC 112 
Begin/End Date 07-16 to 07-26 000627 MATH 325 01 Differential Equations 3 
000430 IM 687 02 Readings in Media 1-2 MARKETING/First Term MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 117 Huang, Danrun 
Hours Arranged Staff Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000280 MATH 330 01 Math for Elem Teachers 3 
Permission Required 
000494 MKTG 1()() 01 Contemporary Bus Concepts 3 MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 136 Haller. Susan 
000466 IM 697 02 Research Applications 2 MTWR 0730--0925 SH 204 Bristow. Dennis 000284 MATH 435 01 Tchg Prob Solvng Elem Sch 3 
Hours Arranged Staff 000495 MKTG 320 01 Intro to Marketing 3 MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 136 Wick, Catherine 
Permission Required 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 204 Dou, Wenyu 000288 MATH 480 01 Topics in Math 3 
LEADERSHP/ED ADM, COMM MNTL HLTH, 000496 MKTG 321 01 Buyer Behavior 3 MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 112 Huang, Danrun 
MTWR 0730--0925 SH 108 Rodgers, William Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ MFT /Full Term Major Students Only Moved to first session. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000285 MATH 535 01 Tchg Prob Solvng Elem Sch 3 000497 MKTG 322 01 Market Info & Research 3 
000568 LOR 698 01 Practice Small Group Proc 3 MTWR 1000-1155 BB 320 Yoo, Boonghee MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 136 Wick, Catherine 
MTW 0930- 1220 EB A244 Mason, John MejOl Students Only 000287 MATH 580 01 Topics in Math 3 Permission Required 
333 01 Business Comm Strategies 3 MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 112 Huang, Danrun 000499 MKTG 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-AEQ 
LEADERSHP/ED ADM, COMM MNTL HLTH, MTWR 1000-1155 BB 321 Asquith , Jo Ann 
MFT /First Term 000500 MKTG 402 01 product/Price Mgmt 3 MATHEMATICS/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0730-0925 BB 320 Yoo, Boonghee Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000566 LOR 102 01 Applying Psychology Lab 
Major Students Only 
000286 MATH 113 01 Trigonometry 2 
Hours Arranged EB A244 Mason, John 000501 MKTG 413 01 Business Marketing Mgmt 3 MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 108 Cimperman, Janis 
Planning Class in EB A244 at 9:00 AM on Monday, June 1, . MTWR 1000-1155 SH 108 Rodgers. William 
Major Students Only 000293 MATH 193 03 Mathematical Thinking 3 
000567 LOR 327 01 Group Process & Practice 3 MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 130 Zhao, Peiyi 
MTW 0930-1220 EB A244 Mason, John 000525 MKTG 420 01 Electronic Marketing 3 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 321 Dou, Wenyu 000289 MATH 196 02 Mathematcl Thinking/Model 3 000573 LOR 330 0 1 Principles of Behavior 3 Major Students Only MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 130 Kalia , Ravindra 
MTWR 1000-1220 EB A227 Klatt , Kevin 
000537 MKTG 429 01 Marketing Strategies 3 000290 MATH 330 02 Math for Elem Teachers 3 
000571 LOR 433 01 Appld Behavior Analysis I 3 
MTWR 1230-1 425 BB 320 Schneider. Kenneth MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 136 Naraine, Bishnu MTWR 0730-0950 Rudrud, Eric 
Major Students Only 
000570 LOR 623 01 Fami ly Stress and Coping 3 
000524 MKTG 513 01 Business Marketing Mgmt 3 
MICROCOMPUTER STUDIES/Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0730-0925 EB A227 Mayhew, Michael 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 108 Rodgers, William Permission Required 
Electronic Marketing 3 
000670 MCS 444 01 Internship 1-12 
000536 MKTG 520 01 Hours Arranged Johnson, Monte 
LEADERSHP/ED ADM, COMM MNTL HLTH, MTWR 0730-0925 BB 321 Dou, Wenyu Permission Required Grading Option, SU-REQ 
MFT /Second Term MARKETING/Second Term MICROCOMPUTER STUDIES/First Term Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000569 LOR 325 01 Helping Skills 3 
320 02 Intro to Marketing 3 MTWR 1000-1220 EB A244 Vesely, Barbara 000538 MKTG 000307 MCS 267 01 BASIC Programming 
Permission Required MTWR 1000-1 155 SH 204 Johnson, James MTWRF 1230-1430 ECC 116 Rysavy, Sr. Del Mari 
000581 LOR 675 01 Research Methods 3 000539 MKTG 333 02 Business Comm Strategies 3 000308 MCS 302 01 Software Pkg-Micros I 3 
MTWR 1300-1630 EB A227 Jorgensen, Leeann MTWR 1230-1425 BB 321 Asquith , Jo Ann MTWR 0730-0925 ECC 111 Gammell , John 
Permission Required 000540 MKTG 403 01 Principles of Promotion 3 000310 MCS 397 01 Operating System Micros 
Class will meet on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday MTWR 1000-1155 BB 320 Gulati, Aajesh MTWRF 1000-1200 ECC 116 Johnson, Monte 
beginning July 16 through August 2. Major Students Only 
000542 MKTG 404 01 Distribution Management 3 MICROCOMPUTER STUDIES/Second Term MANAGEMENT/Full Term MTWR 1230-1425 SH 204 Johnson, James Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Ma}or Students Only 000304 MCS 169 01 Computers in Society 3 
000474 MGMT 444 01 Internship in Business 3-1 2 000544 MKTG 415 01 Sales & Sales Management 3 MTWR 1000-1 155 ECC 111 Guster, Dennis 
Hours Arranged Johnson, Scott MTWR 0730-0925 BB 320 Gulati, Rajesh 000312 MCS 425 01 Micro Networking I Permission Required Major Students Only Ma}or Students Only MTWRF 1000-1200 ECC 116 Litvinov, Semyon Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000545 MKTG 419 01 Marketing of Services 3 000316 MCS 426 01 Micro Networking II 3 
MANAGEMENT/First Term MTWR 1000-1155 BB 322 Asquith , Jo Ann MTWR 1230-1425 ECC 111 Guster, Dennis 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Major Students Only 00031 4 MCS 525 01 Micro Networking I 
000472 MGMT 365 0 1 Organizational Behavior 3 000541 MKTG 503 01 
Principles of Promotion 3 MTWRF 1000-1200 ECC 116 Litvinov, Semyon 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 218 Sebastian, Richard MTWR 1000-1150 BB 320 Gulati, Rajesh Permission Required 
Major Students Only 000543 MKTG 504 01 Distribution Management 3 000317 MCS 526 01 Micro NetWOfking II 3 
000473 MGMT 383 01 Operations Mgmt 3 MTWR 1230-1425 SH 204 
Johnson, James MTWR 1230-1 425 ECC 111 Guster, Dennis 
MTWR 1000-1155 BB 118 Skalbeck, Bruce 000546 MKTG 519 01 Marketing of Services 3 Permission Required 
000475 MGMT 383 02 Operations Mgmt 3 MTWR 1000-11 55 BB 322 Asquith , Jo Ann 
MTWR 1230-1425 BB 11 8 Skalbeck, Bruce 
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MINORITY STUDIES/First Term 000060 PESS 339 01 Coaching Practicum 000263 PHYS 232 01 General Physics II 4 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Glowatzke, Dianne MTWRF 0730-1100 MS 124 Kalia, Sneh · 
000523 MINS 201 01 lntro to Min Studi 3 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ Time includes lab. Math Placement Required. 
MTWR 1200-1355 CH 228 Freilinger, Rebecca 000061 PESS 369 01 Adapted Aquatics 2 POLITICAL SCIENCE/Full Term MTWR 1000-1700 HAH 331 Nearing. Ruth 
000526 MINS 305 02 Am Ind Soc Sci Classroom Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-25 to 07-12 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 1000-1155 CH 228 Lecourt, Jeanne 
000062 PESS 378 01 Individual/Dual Sports 000431 POL 444 01 Internship 3-9 
MINORITY STUDIES/Second Term MTWR 1000-1205 HAH SAC Zezoney. Frank 
Hours Arranged Williamson, Homer 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Permission Required Co-Requisite: PESS 104 01 Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000527 MINS 201 02 Intro to Min Studi 3 
000063 PESS 388 01 Activity Early Childhood 2 POLITICAL SCIENCE/First Term 
MTWR 1000-1155 CH 228 Casanova, Stephen 
MTW 1230-1435 HAH 346 Lafountaine, Janna 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Begin/End Date 06-1 1 to 07 • 11 
MUSIC/Full Term 
Class will not meet 7/2 through 7/4. 000432 POL 195 01 Demcrt Citz:Amer Nat Govn 3 
000064 PESS 398 0 1 Hlth Phys Ed Elem Teach 2 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 323 Kilkelly, John 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 0730-0845 HAH 344 Collins, D 000441 POL 465 01 Modern Ideologies 3 
000266 MUS 611 01 Mus/Med/Ren Periods 2 MTWR 1000-1155 BH309 Jones. Evan 
Hours Arranged PA 271 Echols, Charles 000065 PESS 398 02 Hllh Phys Ed Elem Teach 2 
Initial meeting:6/ 11/01 at 10:00 AM. MTWR 1230-1345 HAH 344 Collins. o 000443 POL 565 01 Modern Ideologies 3 
000067 PESS 430 01 Lesbians & Homophobia Spt 3 
MTWR 1000-1155 BH309 Jones, Evan 
000267 MUS 612 01 Music Baroque Period 2 
Hours Arranged PA 271 Echols. Charles MTWR 1230-1450 HAH 335 Thompson, Karen POLITICAL SCIENCE/Second Term 
Initial meeting:6/11/01 at 10:00 AM. Begin/End Date 06-11 to 07-05 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000268 MUS 613 01 Music Classical Period 2 000071 PESS 430 03 Metro Spt Camp D/APE Prct 
MTWRF 1800-2100 HAH 335 Nearing, Ruth 000447 POL 101 01 Political ldeas-lnstitutn 3 Hours Arranged PA271 Echols, Charles Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-15 to 06-22 MTWR 0730-0925 SH 323 Hammes, Michelle Initial meeting:6/11/01 at 10:00. June 15 only meets in 335;all other sessions in Metro. 000467 POL 195 02 Demcrt Citz:Amer Nat Govn 
000269 MUS 614 01 Music Nineteenth Century 2 000617 PESS 449 01 Physiology of Exercise 3 MTWR 1000-1155 SH 323 Bodelson, Patricia Hours Arranged PA 271 Echols. Charles 
MTWR 1000-1230 HAH 204 Staff Initial meeting:6/11 /0 1 at 10:00 AM. PSYCHOLOGY/First Term 
000270 MUS 615 01 Music Twentieth Century 2 
000075 PESS 456 01 Admin lnterschl Athletics 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 0730-0845 HAH 347 Glowatzke, Dianne 
Hours Arranged PA 271 Echols, Charles 000213 PSY 115 01 Intro to Psychology 3 
Initial meeting:6/1 1/01 at 10:00. 000068 PESS 530 01 Lesbians & Homophobia Spt 3 MTWR 1000-1155 Godding, Phill ip 
000271 MUS 616 01 Music/United States 2 
MTWR 1230-1450 HAH 335 Thompson, Karen 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 07-05 000214 PSY 240 01 Developmental Psychology 3 
Hours Arranged PA271 Echols. Charles MTWR 1000-1155 SH 114 Devoe. Marlene 
Initial meeting:6/11/01 at 10:00 AM. 000072 PESS 530 03 Metro Spt Camp D/APE Prct 
MTWRF 1800-2100 HAH 335 Nearing, Ruth 000211 PSY 250 01 Cognitive Psychology 3 
MUSIC/First Term Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-15 to 06-22 MTWR 0730-0925 SH 114 Melcher, Joseph 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS June 15 only meets in 335;aU other sessions in Metro. 000215 PSY 345 01 Psych Death and Dying 3 
000265 MUS 609 01 Score Preparation 2 000618 PESS 549 01 Physiology of Exercise 3 
MTWR 1230-1425 SH 308 Devoe, Marlene 
MTWR 0900-1400 PA 141 Fuller, Stephen MTWR 1000-1230 HAH 204 Staff 000212 PSY 355 01 Psych Problm Solving/Dec 3 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-21 Hansen, Richard 000076 PESS 556 01 Admin lnterschl Athletics MTWR 1500-1655 SH 114 Melcher, Joseph 
MTWR 0730-0845 HAH 347 Glowatzke, Dianne 000216 PSY 375 01 Psy Altruism/Holocaust 3 
MUSIC/Second Term 000079 PESS 654 01 Advance Theory Compel Ath 3 MTWR 1230-1425 SH 114 Jazwinski, Christine 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0730-0930 HAH 345 Ulferts, Lori 
000264 MUS 605 01 Elem Music Ed PSYCHOLOGY/Second Term 
MTWR 0900- 1300 PA 140 Smale, Marcelyn PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
SCIENCE/Second Term 000217 PSY 115 02 Intro to Psychology 3 
MUSIC EDUCATION/First Term Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 0730-0925 SH 114 Tinius, Timothy 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000049 PESS 120 01 Aerobic Fitness 000218 PSY 201 01 Psych Statistics 3 
000272 MUSE 201 01 Teaching K-8 Music MW 1230-1350 HAH 348 Collins, D MTWR 0730-0925 SH 106 Kukuk, Will iam 
MTWR 0815-0945 PA 140 Schmidt, Margaret 000052 PESS 122 03 Lifelong Hlth/Fitness Major Students Only 
MW 1000-1120 HAH 335 Collins, D 000220 PSY 225 01 Psych of Women (MGM) 3 
PHILOSOPHY/First Term 
000053 PESS 122 04 Lifelong Hllh/Fitness MTWR 1230-1425 SH 114 Rockenstein , Zoa Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
TR 1000-1120 HAH 335 Collins. D 000631 PSY 270 01 Social Psychology 3 
000097 PHIL 115 01 Ethics: Theory Practice 3 
000302 PESS 123 02 Weight Training MTWR t000-1155 SH223 Kukuk, William 
MTWR 1500-1655 BH 103 Curnun. Jordan MW 0730-0850 HAH 209 Rudolph, Paul 000219 PSY 425 01 Psych of Creativity 3 
000098 PHIL 194 01 Critical Reasoning 3 
000055 PESS 228 01 Racquetball MTWR 1000-1155 SH 210 Aockenstein, Zoa 
MTWR 1000-1155 BH 137 Swank, Casey MW 1500-1620 HAH 103 Collins. D 000221 PSY 490 01 Psych Disorders 3 
000099 PHIL 194 02 Critical Reasoning 3 
000066 PESS 398 03 Hlth Phys Ed Elem Teach 2 MTWR 1000-1155 SH 114 Godding, Phillip MTWR 1000-1155 BH 101 Bahde, John 
MTWR 0730-0845 HAH 344 Collins. D 
000100 PHIL 194 03 Critical Reasoning 3 
000073 PESS 432 01 Practicum I/Sports Mgmt 
RECREATION/Full Term 
MTWR 1230-1425 BH 101 Zheng, Yiwei Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Hours Arranged Ulferts, Lori 
000629 PHIL 194 05 Critical Reasoning 3 Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REO 000081 REC 444 01 Senior Internship 12 
MTWR 1500-1655 BH 137 Swank, Casey 
000074 PESS 
Hours Arranged Sheehan, Therese 
433 01 Practicum II Sports Mgmt 2 Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
PHILOSOPHY/Second Term 
Hours Arranged Ulferts, Lori 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ SOCIAL SCIENCE/First Term 
3 
000077 PESS 637 01 Practicum I in Sports Mgt Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000101 PHIL 194 04 Critical Reasoning Hours Arranged Ulferts, Lori 
MTWR 1500-1655 BH 101 Boyer. David 000528 SSCI 104 01 Gen Social Science 3 Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ MW 1800-2110 SH 110 Reigstad, Gregory 
000630 PHIL 194 06 Critical Reasoning 3 or consent of instructor 
MTWR 1230-1425 BH 101 Boyer, David 000531 SSCI 320 01 Elements Soc Science 3 000078 PESS 638 01 Pract II in Sports Mgmt MTWR 1000-11 55 SH 110 Maloney, Kathleen 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT 
Hours Arranged Ulferts, Lori 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU·AEQ SOCIAL SCIENCE/Second Term SCIENCE/First Term or consent of instructor Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000080 PESS 680 01 Internship in Sports Mgmt 2-6 
000529 SSCI 104 02 Gen Social Science 3 
000048 PESS 104 01 lndivi/Duar Sports Skill 2 Hours Arranged Ulferts, Lori TR 1800-2110 SH 110 Reigstad, Gregory 
MTWR 0730-0935 HAH SAC Zezoney, Frank Permission Required Grading Option: SU·REQ 
Permission Required Co-Requisite: PESS 378 01 or equivalent 000530 SSCI 204 01 Home Stay In Japan 3 
000050 PESS 122 01 Lifelong Htth/Fitness 
Hours Arranged Kamada, Yasuko 
MW 1000-1120 HAH 335 Collins, D PHYSICS/First Term 
Permission Required 
Lifelong Htth/Fitness Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000533 SSCI 320 03 Elements Soc Science 3 
000051 PESS 122 02 TR 1230-1630 SH 110 Hughes, Gail 
TR 1000-1120 HAH 335 Collins, D 000260 PHYS 231 01 General Physics I 
000301 PESS 123 01 Weight Training 
MTWF 1000-1200 MS 124 Dalton, Bill SOCIAL WORK/Full Term 
MW 0730-0850 HAH 209 Reimer, Matthew MTR 1230-1430 MS303 Math Placement Test Required . Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000054 PESS 206 01 Responding to Emergencies 2 000261 PHYS 231 02 General Physics I 000257 SW 530 01 SW Practice with Aging 3 
MTWR 1000-1115 HAH 345 Ulferts , Lori MTWF 1000-1200 MS 124 Dalton, Bill MTWR 1000-1155 SH 228 Whitford , Gary 
MTR 1500-1700 MS303 Math Placement Test Required. 
000057 PESS 249 01 Anatomy/Kinesio!ogy 4 
MTWRF 0730-0930 HAH 204 Staff PHYSICS/Second Term 
SOCIAL WORK/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000058 PESS 258 01 Coaching Volleyball 2 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 1000-1115 HAH 347 Glowatzke, Dianne 000125 SW 195 01 Soc Welfare/Democr Citiz 3 
000262 PHYS 103 01 Concepts Physics 3 MTWR 1230-1425 SH 207 Brennan, Nancy 
000059 PESS 304 Qt Care/Preven Athletic lnju 3 MTWR 0730-0925 MS 122 Garrity, Michael 
MTWR 0730-0945 HAH 335 Zezoney, Frank Time includes lab. 000126 SW 195 02 Soc Wetfare/Oemocr Citiz 
TR 1500-1840 SH 207 Stadum. Beverly 
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000127 SW 420 01 Social Wk & Disability 3 000177 SPED 511 01 SPED Procedural Safeguard 3 000154 ED 630 01 Kindergarten/Primary Educ 3 
MW 0730-1110 SH 228 Twiname-Dungan, Marg MW 1300-1645 EB A229 Salk, Janet MW 1230-1620 EB A128 Tabakin, Geoffrey 
000128 SW 430 01 SW Practice with Aging 3 000178 SPED 516 01 lndiv Assessment in SPED 3 000155 ED 632 01 Struggling Readers Anatys 3 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 228 Whitford, Gary MW 0830-1215 EB A235 Raduns , Paul MW 0730-1120 EB A 128 Heine, Patricia 
No permission required . Co-Requisite : ED 571 01 
SOCIAL WORK/Second Term 000180 SPED 519 01 Teaching Meth Special Ed 000156 ED 634 01 lnfOfmatl ReadingM'riting 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS TR 0730-1215 EB A235 Beutel, Adory TR 1230-1620 EB A128 Kazemek, Francis 
000129 SW 195 03 Soc Welfare,Oemocr Citiz 3 000182 SPED 520 01 Char Physicl Hlth Dev Dis 000160 ED 646 01 Curriculum Theory 3 
MW 1500-1840 SH 207 Brennan, Nancy MW 1300-1645 EB A235 Adams, Karen TR 0730-0925 EBB110 Bradfield-Kreider, P 
000184 SPED 521 02 Char Students Learn/Behav 3 
F 0730-1120 EB B110 
SOCIOLOGY/Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS TR 1300-1645 
EB A235 Boman, Martha 000157 ED 654 01 Instruction/Assessment 3 
000185 SPED 646 02 Lrning Disabilities Meth 
TR 0730-1120 EB A239 Kochmann, Beverly 
000026 soc 444 01 Internship 6-15 
Hours Arranged Ore, Tracy Hours Arranged 
Markell, Marc 000158 ED 659 01 Enhancing Elem Cur/Techn 3 
000186 SPED 661 01 Pract Dev Disab Mod/Sever 3 
TR 1230-1620 EB A126 Coverdale, Gregory 
SOCIOLOGY/First Term Hours Arranged Wellik, Jerry 
Cou ID DEPT CL$ SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000187 SPED 671 01 Pract Emot/Behav Disordll 3 TEACHER DEVELOPMENT/Second Term 
000018 soc 160 01 Principles of Sociology 3 Hours Arranged Noll , Mary Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 220 Scheel, Elizabeth Grading Option: SU-REO 
Pract Emot/Behav Disordll 
000162 ED 637 01 Cooperative Learning K-12 3 
000019 soc 160 02 Principles of Sociology 3 000188 SPED 671 02 TR 0830-1600 EB A 123 Scott-Halverson, Lin 
MTWR 1230-1425 SH220 Scheel, Elizabeth Hours Arranged Noll. Mary July 17, 19, 24, 26, 31 & Aug 2. 
000020 soc 302 01 Social Theory 3 Grading Option: SU-AEQ 000161 ED 657 01 Classroom-Comp Curr/Meth 3 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH208 Waskul , Dennis 000189 SPED 681 0 1 Pract Learning Disabil II MWF 0930-1630 EB A126 Davison, Leslie 
000021 soc 365 01 Social Psychology 3 Hours Arranged Beutel . Adory Class meets from 9:30 am to 4:30 pm on July 16, 18, 20, 23, 25 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH208 Sherohman, James 000190 SPED 681 02 Pract Learning Disabil II and 27. 
Hours Arranged Gabriel , Judy 
SOCIOLOGY/Second Term Haws, Kelly 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000191 SPED 681 03 Pract Learning Disabil II 3 THEATRE,FILM STUDIES AND DANCE-
000023 soc 160 03 Principles of Sociology 3 Hours Arranged McGillis . Mary THEATRE/First Term 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH220 Mehdi, Abbas Kellett, Joan Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000024 soc 268 01 Race/Ethnic Relations MGM 3 000273 TH 444 01 Theatre Internship 3 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH220 Darboe, Kebba SPEECH COMMUNICATION/First Term Hours Arranged Borron, David 
000025 soc 362 01 Soc ial Change 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Permission Required 
MTWR 1230-1 425 SH208 Mehdi, Abbas 000166 SPC 192 ' 01 Intro Speech Comm 3 000274 TH 444 02 Theatre Internship 3 
MTWR 1230-1425 MS 115 Warne, David Hours Arranged Staff 
SPANISH/Second Term 000167 SPC 192 02 Intro Speech Comm 
Permission Required 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 1500-1655 MS 115 Warne, David 
000469 SPAN 101 01 Elem Spanish I 4 000168 SPC 211 01 Public Speaking THEATRE,FILM STUDIES AND DANCE-
MTWRF 1000-1 200 BH 104 Roman-Morales. Belen MTWR 0730-0925 BH 127 Slagle, Ray THEATRE/First Term 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/First Term 000169 SPC 211 02 Public Speaking Cou 10 DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS MTWR 1000- 1155 
BH 127 Stagle, Ray 000275 TH 444 03 Theatre Internship 3 
000193 SPED 403 01 SPED Foundations MGM 3 000170 SPC 341 01 
Comm in the Workplace Hours Arranged Borron, David 
MW 0730-1115 EB A235 Waletzko. Patricia MTWR 0730-0925 MS 114 Eye. Bassey Permission Required 
000195 SPED 405 01 Behavior Theory/Practices 3 000171 SPC 341 02 
Comm in the Workplace 000276 TH 444 04 Theatre Internship 3 
MW 1300-1645 EB A235 Beckstrand, Michelle MTWR 1000-1155 MS 114 Eyo, Bassey Hours Arranged Statt 
000172 SPC 444 01 Comm Internship 8-16 
Permission Required 
000197 SPED 421 0 1 Charc Students Learn/Beha 3 
TR 1300-1645 EB A235 Adams, Karen Hours Arranged Ross, Roseanna 
000199 SPED 431 01 Collab Skills/Trans Plan 
Permission Required THEATRE,FILM STUDIES AND DANCE-
TR 0830-1215 EB A235 Beutel, Adory SPEECH COMMUNICATION/Second Term DANCE/First Term 
000194 SPED 503 01 SPED Foundations Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MW 0730-1115 EB A235 Waletzko, Patricia 
000173 SPC 192 03 Intro Speech Comm 000664 DANG 145 03 Ballet I 
000196 SPED 505 01 Behavior Theory/Practices MTWR 1000-1155 MS 114 Torborg, Mary Beth MTWRF 1000-1130 HAH OS Slatt 
MW 1300-1645 EB A235 Beckstrand, Michelle Intro Speech Comm 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-29 
No permission required . 000174 SPC 192 04 Special Course Fees:$150.00. 
MTWR 1230-1425 MS 114 Torborg , Mary Beth 
000198 SPED 521 01 Char Students Learn/Behav 000663 DANG 145 04 Modern II 
TR 1300-1645 EB A235 Adams, Karen 000175 SPC 444 02 
Comm Internship 8-16 MTWRF 1000-1130 PACSTG Statt 
Hours Arranged Ross, Roseanna Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-29 
000200 SPED 531 01 Collab Skills/Trans Plan Permission Required Special Course Fees:$150.00. 
TR 0830-1215 EB A235 Beutel, Adory 
000201 SPED STATISTICS/First Term 
000662 OANC 145 05 Ballet II 
646 01 Lrning Disabilities Meth MTWRF 1300-1430 HAH OS Slatt 
Hours Arranged Rogers . David Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-1 1 to 06-29 
000202 SPED 660 01 Pract Dev Oisab Mild/Mod 000165 STAT 239 01 Stats for Biological Sc i Special Course Fees:$150.00. 
Hours Arranged Wellik, Jerry MTWRF 0730-0930 ECC 120 Lawal, Hameed 000661 DANG 145 06 Modern I 
Grading Option: SU-REQ Special Fees:$25.00. Math Placement test required . MTWRF 1300-1430 PACSTG Statt 
000203 SPED 670 01 Pract EmoVBehav Disord t See requirements on page 5. Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-29 
Hours Arranged Noll. Mary 
STATISTICS/Second Term 
Special Course Fees:$150.00. 
000205 SPED 670 03 Pract Emot/Behav Oisord I Cou ID DEPT CL$ SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000660 DANG 145 07 Tap/Jazz I 
Hours Arranged Kellett , Joan MTWRF 1500-1600 HAH OS Statt 
000163 STAT 417 01 Applied Prob/Simulation 3 Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-29 000206 SPED 680 01 Pract Learning Disabil I MTWR 1500-1700 ECC 120 Robinson, David Special Course Fees:$150.00. 
Hours Arranged Markell , Marc 
000207 SPED 680 02 Pract Learning Disabil I 
000164 STAT 517 01 Applied Prob/Simulation 000659 DANG 145 08 Tap/Jazz II 
MTWR 1500-1700 ECC 120 Robinson, David MTWRF 1500-1600 PACSTG Statt 
Hours Arranged Gabriel, Judy Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-29 
000208 SPED 680 03 Pract Learning Disabil I 3 TEACHER DEVELOPMENT/First Term Special Course Fees:$150.00. 
Hours Arranged Haws, Kelly Cou 10 DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000658 DANC 145 09 Composition/ROT 
000209 SPED 680 04 Pract Learning Disabil I 3 000149 ED 458 01 Literacy L-2 Learners MTWRF 1930-2100 HAH OS Statt 
Hours Arranged McGillis. Mary TR 0830- 1220 EB 8113 Heine. David Permission Required Begin/End Date 06- 11 to 06-29 
000210 SPED 690 01 Lrng Strategies 3 Permission Required 
Special Course Fees:$150.00. 
MTWRF 0900-1600 EB A229 Markell, Marc 000150 ED 558 01 Literacy for L-2 Learners 3 000657 DANG 145 10 African Dance/Hip Hop 
Beg;n/End Date 06-26 10 07-03 TR 0830-1 220 EB 8113 Heine. David MTWRF 1800-1915 PACSTG Statt 
Permission Required Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-29 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/Second Term Rdg: Analy/Corectn Disabl Special Course Fees:$150.00. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 000151 ED 
571 01 
TR 0730-1120 EBA\28 Pierce. Virgin ia 000665 DANC 145 11 Early Dance/Stage Combat 
000176 SPED 411 01 SPED Procedural Safeguard Co-Requi~i te: ED 63201 
MTWRF 0900-0950 PACSTG Statt 
MW 1300-1645 EB A229 Salk, Janet Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-1 1 to 06-29 
000152 ED 612 01 Social Cultural Found Ed Special Course Fees:$150.00. 
000179 SPED 419 01 Teaching Methods Spec Ed 4 MW 1500-1850 EB 8113 Rojas. Augusto 
TR 0730-1215 EB A235 Beutel , Adory 000666 DANG 145 12 Body Conditioning/Yoga 
000159 ED 615 01 lntro Research MTWRF 0900-0950 HAH OS Statt 
000181 SPED 420 01 Char Physicl Hlth Dev Dis 3 MW 1230-1620 EB A229 Hornstein, Stephen Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-29 MW 1300-1645 EB A235 Adams, Karen 
Ed of Emerging Adolescent 3 Special Course Fees:$150.00. 000153 ED 627 01 
000183 SPED 421 02 Charc Students Learn/Beha 3 TR 0730-1120 EB 8209 Spies, Paul 
TR 1300-1645 EB A235 Boman, Martha 
TRAFFIC SAFETY EDUCATION/First Term 
Gou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000648 TSE 290 01 Driver{fraf Safety Ed I 3 
MTWR 0730-0945 EB 8208 lsberner, Bradley 
000649 TSE 390 01 Driver/fraf Safety Ed II 3 
MTWR 1000-1230 EB 8208 Staff 
Begin/End Date 06-25 to 07-26 
CXX>651 TSE 454 01 Risk Mgmt Behav Analysis 3 
MTWR 1000-1640 EB 8208 Staff 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-21 
000653 TSE 490 01 Issues in Driver Ed 3 
MTW 1700-2030 EB A 127 A lsberner, Bradley 
Begin/End Date 07-09 to 08-01 
000652 TSE 554 01 Risk Mgmt Behav Analysis 3 
MTWR 1000-1640 EB B208 Staff 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-21 
000654 TSE 590 01 Issues in Driver Ed 3 
MTW 1700-2030 EB A 127 A lsberner, Bradley 
Begin/End Date 07-09 to 08-01 
TRAFFIC SAFETY EDUCATION/Second Term 
Gou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000650 TSE 398 01 
Hours Arranged 
Driver Ed Lab Practicum 
Staff 
WOMEN'S STUDIES/First Term 
Gou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000534 WS 201 01 Intro Women's Studies MGM 3 
MTWR 1500-1650 SH 102 Brennan, Nancy 
000535 WS 445 01 Women and Computers 3 
MW 1700-2050 SH 306 Klug , Gerianne 
Permission Required 
000551 WS 545 01 Women and Computers 3 
MW 1700-2050 SH 306 Klug. Gerianne 
Permission Required 
WOMEN'S STUDIES/Second Term 
Gou 10 DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
000667 WS 201 49 Intro Women's Studies MGM 3 
TR 1700-2100 EB A230 Statt 
Paired with ITV section. 
SEE ALSO: HURL 201,406, 491 . 492; PSY 225 
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Policy on the Use of 
Drugs and Alcohol 
St. Cloud State University. 
I. Introduction . 
St Cloud State University recognizes that the 
unlawful possession, use or distribution of alcohol 
and other drugs is a significant social problem with 
a potential for causing severe effects to SCSU's 
work force and student population. SCSU recog-
nizes that drug dependency may be an illness. 
Consistent with this understanding, however, 
SCSU has an obligation to ensure that its employ-
ees perform their jobs efficiently, safely, and in a 
professional business-like manner. Additionally, 
SCSU has an obligation to ensure that its students 
maximize their educational opportunities in an 
open, supportive environment. 
The purpose of this document is to set forth 
SCSU's. policy regarding alcohol and other drug 
use by rts students and employees. It is a compila-
tion of excerpts from the Policy On Alcohol and 
Other Drug Use By State Employees, Alcoholic 
Beverages and Drug Policies as outlined in the 
Student Handbook, the Residence Hall Policies 
and the NCAA Regulations. 
11. Scope of Coverage 
This policy is applicable to all students and 
employees of SCSU. Questions regarding the pol-
icy should be addressed to the Associate Dean of 
Students, the Director of Personnel, or the Special 
Assistant to the President. 
111. Effects of Alcohol 
Alcohol consumption causes a number of marked 
changes in _behavior. Even low doses significantly 
1mpa1_r the Judgement and coordination required 
to dnve a car safely, increasing the likelihood that 
the driver wi ll be involved in an accident. Low to 
moderate doses of alcohol also increase the inci-
dence of a variety of aggressive acts, including 
spouse and child abuse. Moderate to high doses 
of alcohol cause marked impairments in higher 
mental functions, severely altering a person's ability 
to learn and remember information, Very high 
doses cause respiratory depression and death. If 
combined with other depressants of the central 
nervous system, much lower doses of alcohol wi ll 
produce the effects just described. 
Repeated use of alcohol can lead to depen-
dence. Sudden cessation of alcohol intake is likely 
to ~reduce withdrawal symptoms, including severe 
anxiety, tremors, hallucination, and convulsions. 
Alcohol withdrawal can be life threatening. Long-
term consumption of large quantities of alcohol, 
particularly when combined with poor nutrition 
can also lead to permanent damage to vital 
organs such as the brain and liver. 
Mothers who drink alcohol during pregnancy 
may give birth to infants with fetal alcohol syn-
drome, These infants have irreversible physical 
abnormalities and mental retardation. In addition, 
research indicates that children of alcoholic par-
ents are at greater risk than other youngsters of 
becoming alcoholics. 
IV. Prohibitions and Reporting Duties 
While persons who are at least 21 years old may 
possess or consume alcoholic beverages in a legal 
manner away from campus, no person may pos-
sess or consume alcohol on State property other 
than on those special occasions when a non-profrt 
group may obtain and use a special license and 
permit A person or organization is prohibited 
from accepting donations or charging for alcoholic 
beverages served off-campus without the required 
liquor license. No person on a city street, sidewalk 
or parking area shall consume, dispense or possess 
uncapped containers of any alcohol ic beverage 
including 3.2. beer. Off-campus purchase of a keg 
requires a city permit, property owner's permis-
sion for a permit and is limited to one keg per 
residence, Violation of any of these prohibitions 
and requirements is a misdemeanor. 
No employee shall report to work under the 
influence of alcohol, marijuana, controlled sub-
stances, or other drugs which affect her/his alert-
ness, coordination, reaction, response, judgment. 
decision-making or safety. No employee shall 
operate , use or drive any equipment. machinery 
or vehicle of the State w hile under the influence 
of alcohol, marijuana, controlled substances, or 
other mood-altering drugs. Such employee is 
under an affirmative duty to immediately notify 
her/his supervisor that he/she is not in appropri-
ate mental or physical condition to operate, use 
or drive State equipment. No employee shall 
unlawfully manufacture, distribute, dispense, pos-
sess, transfer or use a controlled substance in the 
workplace or wherever the State's work is being 
performed. During work hours or while on the 
State's premises, (lO employee shall use, sell, pos-
sess or transfer alcoholic beverages, with the fol-
lowing exceptions: 
( I ) consumption, possession, sale or purchase of 
alcohol when authorized by a Commissioner 
under separate statutory or executive agency 
authority; 
(2) possession of alcohol while being transported 
in a State vehicle in compliance with applica-
ble statutory requirements; 
(3) possession of alcohol while in an employee's 
personal vehicle on the State's premises in 
compliance with applicable statutory require-
ments. 
Additionally, employees shall not participate in 
these activities during rest breaks or during over-
time work. Engaging in off-duty sale, purchase, 
transfer, use or possession of illegal drugs or con-
trolled substances may have a negative effect on 
an employee's ability to perform her/his work for 
the State . In such circumstances, the employee is 
subject to discipline. When an employee is taking 
medically authorized drugs or other substances 
which may alter job performance,* the employee 
is under an affirmative duty to notify the appropri-
ate supervisor of her/his temporary inability to 
perform the job duties of the position. Employees 
are discouraged from consuming alcoholic bever-
ages during lunch or dinner meals when returning 
immediately thereafter to perform work on behalf 
of the State. Employees are advised that in any sit-
uation subsequent to the intake of alcohol where 
the employee must continue conducting the 
State's business, any employee whose condition or 
behavior adversely affects her/his work perfor-
mance shall be subject to possible discipline, up to 
an including discharge. 
*defined as changed behavior which may limit an 
employee's ability to safely and efficiently perform the 
job duties, or poses a threat to the safety of the employ-
ee or others 
V. Consequences of Violation 
Violations of this policy may constitute just cause 
for discipline. The University may confiscate or 
tum over to the civi l authorities any alcohol, other 
drugs, drug paraphernalia, or any information 
regarding violation of this policy. 
Employees who violate this policy are subject to 
discipline including but not limited to oral repri-
mands, written reprimands, suspension and termina-
tion, Employees involved in the performance of a 
federal contract who are convicted under a criminal 
drug statute for a violation occurring in the work-
place must notify SCSU within five days of the con-
viction and, in addition to being disciplined, will be 
required to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse 
assistance or rehabilitation program. Students who 
violate this policy are subject to discipline including 
but not limited to community service, residence hall 
probation, removal from residence halls, warning 
probation, suspension and expulsion, Student ath-
letes who violate this policy are also subject to 
being declared ineligible for play for the remainder 
of the season or for the rest of their SCSU acade-
mic_ career.Where appropriate, SCSU also may · 
notify the appropriate licensing board or federal 
granting agency. Each situation will be evaluated on a 
case-by-case basis depending upon the severity and 
circumstances involved. The following information 
explains state and federal laws and penalties which 
civil authorities may impose: 
Federal Penalties and Sanctions for 
Illegal Possession of a Controlled 
Substance 
21 U.S.C. 844(a) 
First conviction: Up to one year imprisonment and 
fined at least $1 ,000 but not more than $100,000 
or both. 
. After one prior drug conviction: at least 15 days 
1n pnson, not to exceed 2 years and fined at least 
$2,500 but not more than $250,000 or both. 
After 2 or more prior drug convictions: At 
least 90 days in prison, not to exceed 3 years and 
fined at least $5,000 but not more than $250,000, 
or both. 
Special sentencing provisions for possession of 
crack cocaine: Mandatory at least five years in 
prison, not to exceed 20 years and fined up to 
$250,000 or both, if: 
(a) First conviction and the amount of crack pos-
sessed exceeds five grams. 
(b) Second crack conviction and the amount of 
crack possessed exceeds three grams. 
(c) Third or subsequent crack conviction and the 
amount of crack possessed exceeds one gram. 
21 U.S.C. 853(a)(2) and 881 (a)(7) 
Forfeiture of personal and real property used to 
possess or to facilitate possession of a controlled 
substance if that offense is punishable by more 
than one year imprisonment (See special sentenc-
ing provisions re: crack.) 
21 U.S.C.881(a)(4) 
Forfeiture of vehicles, boats, aircraft or any other 
conveyance used to tlransport or conceal a con-
trolled substance, 
21 U.S.C. 844a 
Civil fine of up to $10,000 (pending adoption of 
final regulations). 
21 U.S.C. 853(a) 
Denial of Federal benefits, such as student loans, 
grants contracts, and professional and commercial 
licenses up to one year for first offense, up to five 
years for second and subsequent offenses. 
18 u.s.c. 922(g) 
Ineligible to receive or purchase a firearm. 
Miscellaneous 
Revocation of certain Federal licenses and bene-
fits, e.g. pilot licenses, public housing tenancy, etc. 
are vested within the authorities of individual Fed-
eral agencies. 
(Also see chart on following page.) 
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CSA Penalty Drug Quantity 
First Offense Second Offense 
Not less than 5 years. Not more Not less than 1 o years. METHAMPHETAMINE 10--99 gm or 100-999 gm mixture 
than 40 years Not more lhan life. 
HEROIN 100-999 gm mixture 
COCAINE 500-4,999 gm mixture 
11 death or serious injury not less than If death or serious injury, not COCAINE BASE 5-49 gm mixture 
20 years. Not more than life. more than life. 
Fine ol not more than S2 million Fine of not more than PCP 10-99 om or 100-999 am mixture 
individual, $5 million other than $4 million individual, LSD 1-10 gm mixture 
I individual. $10 mit!ion other than l=l=N ANYL 4().399 am rruxture 
and individual. FENTANYL ANALOGUE 10-99 am mixture 
II Not less than 1 O years. Not more Not less than 20 years, METHAMPHETAMINE 100 gm or 1 kg' or more mixture 
than life. not more than life. HERC IN 1 kci or more mixture 
COCAINE 5 kg or more mixture 
II death or serious injury, not less than tf death or serious injury, not COCAINE BASE 50 gm or more mixture 
20 years. Not more than life. less than life. 
Fine ol not more than $4 million Fine of not more than PCP 100 gm or more or 1 kQ or more mixture 
individual, $10 million other than $8 million individual, LSD 10 am or more mixture 
individual. $20 million other than individual. FENTANYL 400 am or lllOf'e mixture 
FENTANYL ANALOGUE 100 gm or mOfe mixture 
Drug Quantity First Offense Second Offense 
Others1 Any Not more than 20 years. If death or serious injury, not less than 20 years. Not more than 30 years. If death or serious injury, life. 
not more than life. Fine $1 million individual, $5 million not Individual. Fine $2 million individual, $10 million not individual. 
Ill All Any Not more than 5 years. Fine not more than $250,000 individual, Not more than 10 years. Fine not more than $500,000 
$1 million not individual. individual. $2 million not individual. 
IV All Any Not more than 3 years. Fine not more than $250,000 individual, Not more than 6 years. Fine not more than $500,000 
$1 million not individual. individual, $2 million not individual. 
V All Any Not more than 1 year. Fine not more than S 100,000 Individual, $250,000 Not more than 2 years. Fine not more than $200,000 
not individual. individual, $500,000 not individual. 
'Law as originally enacted states 100 gm. Congress requested to make tschnical correction to 1 kg. 
'Does not include marijuana, hashish, or hash oil. (See separate chart). 
Federal Trafficking Penalties-Marijuana As of November 18, 1988 
Quantity Description First Offense Second Offense 
MARIJUANA Not less than 10 years, not more than life. If death or Not less than 20 years, not more than life. If death or 
1,000 kg or more; or Mixture containing serious injury, not less than 20 years, not more than life. serious injury, not less than life. Fine not more than 
1,000 or more plants detectable quantity· Fine nol more than S4 million individual, $10 million other $8 mill ion individual , $20 million other than individual. 
than individual. 
MARIJUANA Not less than 5 years, not more than 40 years. If death Not less than 1 0 years, not more than life. II death or 
100 kg to 1,000 kg; Mixture containing or serious injury, not less than 20 years, no1 more than serious injury, not less than life. Fine not more than 
or 100-999 plants detectable quantity' life. Fine not more than $2 million individual, S5 million $4 mill ion individual, $1 0 million other lhan individual. 
other than individual. 
50 to 100 kg or MARIJUANA Not more than 20 years. It death or serious injury, not Not more than 30 years. It death or serious injury, life. 
50-99 plants less than 20 years, not more than life. 
10-100 ka HASHISH Fine $1 million individual, $5 million other than Fine $2 million individual, $10 million other than 
1 to 100 kg HASHISH OIL individual. individual. 
Lass than 50 ko MARIJUANA Not more than 5 years. Not more than 1 0 years. 
less than 1 0 kg HASHISH Fine not more than $250,000 individual, $1 million other Fine $500,000 individual, $2 million other than 
Less than 1 kg HASHISH OIL than individual. 
•includes Hashish and Hashish Oil 
Minnesota crimes and penalties 
-Drugs 
For the SALE of IO grams crack, 50 grams/200 
doses cocaine/narcotidheroin/methampheta-
mine/hallucinogen, 50 kilos marijuana or; for the 
possession of 25 grams crack, 500 grams/500 
doses cocaine/heroin/methamphetamine/hallucino-
gen, I 00 kilos marijuana; the penalty is 0-30 years 
imprisonment, 4 year mandatory minimum if prior 
drug felony; up to $ I million fine. 
For the sale of 3 grams crack, IO grams/SO doses 
cocaine/narcotidheroin/methamphetamine/hallu-
cinogen, 25 kilos marijuana, or sale of any schedule 
I or II narcotic drug to a minor or in a school or 
park zone or; for the possession of 6 grams crack, 
50 grams/ I 00 doses cocaine/heroin/ methamphet-
amine/hallucinogen, 50 kilos marijuana; the penalty 
is 0-25 years imprisonment, 3 year minimum if a 
prior drug felony; up to $500,000 fine. 
For the sale of crack/cocaine/narcotidheroin 5 
kilos marijuana, or sale of any schedule I, II, or Ill 
drug ( except a schedule I or II narcotic drug to a 
minor or employment of a minor to sell same) or; 
for the possession of 3 grams crack, IO grams/SO 
doses cocaine/narcotidheroin/methamphetamine, 
individual. 
(Marijuana is a Schedule I Controlled Substance) 
IO kilos marijuana, any amount of a schedule I or 
II narcotic drug in a school or park zone, or with 
intent to sell; the penalty is 0-20 years imprison-
ment, two year mandatory minimum if prior drug 
felony; up to $250,000 fine. 
For t he sale of any schedule I, II, or Ill drug 
(except marijuana) or sale of any schedule IV or V 
drug to a minor or; for the possession of I 0 
doses halluc inogen, schedule I, II , or Ill ( except 
marijuana with intent to sell); the penalty is 0-15 
years imprisonment, one year mandatory mini-
mum if prior drug felony; up to $100,000 fine. 
For the SALE of marijuana, or any schedule IV 
drug or; for the POSSESSION of all schedule I, 11, 
Ill or IV drugs except 1.5 oz. (42 .5 grams) or less 
of marijuana the penalty is 0-5 years imprison-
ment, up to $ I 0,000 fine; fine or 6 months 
mandatory minimum if prior drug felony. 
DRUG-RELATED OFFENSES also included 
failure to purchase drug tax stamps, money laun-
dering and racketeering, with a potential fine of 
three times gross profits: 
For the POSSESSION of up to 1.5 oz. marijuana 
the penalty is a fine up to $200 and required 
gram. 
For the second conviction of above within 2 
years or failure to comply with sanctions above 
results in a misdemeanor-drug treatment may 
be required. 
For the POSSESSION of more than 1.5 grams of 
marijuana in automobile results in a misdemeanor. 
Minnesota crimes and penalties 
-Alcohol 
It is illegal to drive, operate, or be in physical control 
of a motor vehicle while under the infiuence of 
alcohol and/or a controlled or hazardous sub-
stance, or with an "alcohol concentration" of 0.10 
or more. Motor vehicles include cars, boats, snow-
mobiles, ATVs, planes, etc. "Operate" or "in physi-
cal control" includes starting the motor, steering, 
or being in position to control a veh icle, including 
simply sitting or sleeping in a parked vehicle. 
PENALTIES: First offense (including juvenile 
convictions): misdemeanor- fine up to $700, jail 
up to 90 days, driver's license revocation of at 
least 30 days. 
Second offense within 5 years or 2 or more 
convictions within IO years: gross misdemeanor-
fine up to $3,000, jail up to one year, driver's 
license revocation of at least 30-90 days and pos-
sible chemical dependency treatment. 
Third or more offenses: longer periods of revo-
cation. 
Anyone under 2 I years consuming or 
possessing alcoholic beverages with intent 
to consume, unless the person is in a parent or 
guardian's home and drinks with their permission. 
Possession anywhere other than a parent or 
guardian's home is prima facie evidence of intent 
to consume. 
PENALTY: Misdemeanor 
Selling, bartering, furnishing or giving alcoholic 
beverages to a person, under 21 years old ( except 
parents in their home). 
PENALTY: Gross misdemeanor. Possible civil 
liability for damages caused by the person under 
21 while under the infiuence. 
Anyone under 21 years purchasing or attempting 
to purchase an alcoholic beverage, or claiming to be 
2 1 or older for the purpose of purchasing alco-
holic beverages. 
PENALTY: Misdemeanor. Driver's license sus-
pension of 90 days if a driver's license, permit, or 
MN identification is used in making or attempting 
the purchase. 
Including a person under 2 I years to purchase 
or procure alcoholic beverages or lending to or per-
mitting use of identification by a person under the 
age of 21 for the purpose of purchasing or 
attempting to purchase alcoholic beverages. 
PENALTY: Gross misdemeanor. Driver's 
license suspension of 90 days if a driver's license 
is lent. 
NOTE: Penalties can change with each leg-
islative session. 
VI. Assessment, Counseling and 
Referral 
Voluntary and confidential assessment, counseling 
and referral is available for students through the 
Campus Drug Program in Health Services, Hill Hall 
(255-4850) and for employees through the Midwest 
Employee Assistance Program (253-1909). Addi-
tional counseling for students is available through the 
Counseling Center. Stewart Hall (255-3171 ). 
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VII. Drugs-Uses and Effects 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 
Drugs CSA Trade or Other NlmH -.au- Ph......,~p"!:.':....,.. SchodulN 
NARCOTICS 
Opiun 11, 111, V Dover's Powder, Paregoric, Parepecto6in 
Analgesic, -
High - 11,111 -· MS{;omin, "°"'""'· -.sa Analgesic, - High Caden 11, Ul, V Tylenol wlCodeine, empm wJCodenl, Robihman A-C Analgesic, - -· Florina! w/Codeine - I °""'8lylmolpll, "°""· Smack None H;gh -- II Oialaudid Analgesic Higl -IP•""""'I II Demerol.- Analgesic H;gh 
Me- II Ooloph"8, Me-.., - Analgesic Higl 
Other narcotics Noo,orphan, Percodan, Percocel, Tylox, Tussionex, - ·-· Hig\-Low 1, 11 , 111,IV,V Feotanyl, Darvon, lomotil, TalwW ---
DEPRESSANTS 
ctbalHy<nte IV Noctec - Moderate Balbiturates 11,111,IV Amytal, Butisol, Aorinal , lotusale, Nembutal, Seconal, - .hyp\Otic, Hig\-Mod. Tuna!, Phenobamital --Benzodiazepms IV Ativao, Oalmana, Diazapam, l.m.l'n , Xanax, Serax, Antianxiety, sedative, Low Valiun, Tranxexe, Verstran, Versed, Halcion, 
anticonwlsanl, -Paq>am, Aestoril 
Melhaqualone I Oueelude SedalMl,hypootic Higl 
Glutethimide Ill Do!m\ Sedalive, IMYwit? ""' O<he,Dep,-essants 111, IV EQU8f'lil, Miltown, Noludar, P\acidyl , Vm.d Antiaru<iety, -IMI, hypootic Moderale 
STIIIUUIIT$ 
Cocaine' II Coke, Flake, Snow, Cracil: L<>cal..-...C -Amphetamines II - · Oeloobase, 0eso,..,,,, De"8dme, Obolrol Attentiondeficlency, narcolepey, p ...... 
-C001rol 
Phenmettaz"8 II - Weigh1C001rol -Methylphenldate II Ritalin Attention deficiency, narcolepsy p ...... 
OtherStmJants 111, IV Adipex, Cylert. Didrex, lonanlw'l, Moffial, Plegine, Weigh1C001rol -Sancrex, Tenuate, Tepeni, Prelu-2 
HAUuctHOOENS 
LSD I Acid, Microdol: None None 
Meocaineandl'eyote I Mexc, Bunons, Cactus None None 
-Variants I 2,S-DMA; PMA; STP: MDA; MDMA: TMA; DOM: DOB None --- II PCP, Angel DuS1, Hog None ---Analogues I PCE, PCPy, TCP None Unknown Other"'""'"- I Bufoterine, -• DMT, DET, f'sioc)oo, Pslloc:>, None None 
CANNABIS 
Marijuana I Pot, AcaPlko Gokl, Grass, Reeler, Sinsemila, None -ThaiSti::ks 
Tetrahydrocannab 1, 11 THC, Martnol Cance<chemolhe,apyanti- -nauseen1 
Hashish I Hash None """'°"" Hashish QI I HashOi None """'°"" 
'Designated a narcotic under the CSA tNot designated a narootic by the CSA 
VII. Drugs-Uses and Effects 
OTHER SUBSTANCES 
- CSA 0t11or ..... -lcol- Physical Psych. - NC """'9n1$, glue, non, - -aerosols, iqller OJ<l,naipoli,h, 
gasolno 
""""" NC -""' - """' -· ·- known ...... -... NC - - """' lowlo am,< (amyl nitrate -· and """ -to, ...,, -- .,,..,. - IV -. ... lment al - """" [• juice, someoancens high MN) ...,.., and rare blood 
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moodawin;lin---'-'""""""' YNNI damage, .,,,......., -
r-.... Dlntlon Usual-of ,..,,,_, --
Yes 3-6 Oral, Smoked 
Yes 3-6 Oral. smoked.-
Yes 3-6 Oral,_ 
Yee 3-6 lojeded, smlecl,smoked 
Yes 3-6 Oral. -
Yee 3-6 Oral, _ 
Yes 12-24 Oral, _ 
Yes Variable Oral,_ 
Yee 5-8 Oral 
Yes 1-16 Oral 
Yes ... Oral 
Yes ... Oral 
Yes ... Oral 
Yes ... Oral 
Yes 1-2 Sn;lled, smoked, _ 
Yee 2-4 Oral.-
Yes 2-4 Oral, _ 
Yes 2-4 Oral, -ad 
Yes 2-4 Oral,....,ad 
Yee 8-12 Oral 
Yee 8-12 Oral 
Yee Variable Oral.-
Yee Days Smoked, O!al. -
Yes Days Smoked, O!al. -- Variable Smoked,°"'·-· -
Yes 2-4 Smoked,""" 
Yes 2-4 Smoked, oral 
Yee 2-4 Smoked, oral 
Yn 2-4 Smoked, oral 
----nations, heao-_cnvnpo, -b8mOIS 
""'"""""' 
""'"""""' 
-· ..... -.. ,..,. 
This document complies with the Drug-free Schools and Communities Act. 
- E-ol -- ~ ............ ·- Slow"andahllow Wa'8ryeyes, nmy -·- noee, yawning, Iola mpnk)<y lkil,CXJrMJilions, .,_, - coma,possi>le ~.-. cons1ricledpuplls, deelh --· ...... nausea, ctirls and -
--· -- -·-- · clammy-. --· - --·- - · wllho<Jlodo<ol ""'•"""· --- ooma,-deelh 
I- -·- Apelhy, long alel1neu, ~body _al_, excitation. -·· ..-,., -·- --· -· ,... .... and -· blood pressure, ---.lossol -
lblcnsand Longer, more --- -i,;p· s,ndromenol -oltime - -and- -·-dealh 
·--.. Foligua, paranoia, Occasional -· -- insormia, -· -· -- deaeasa:tappatite -
Office of Records and Registration St. Cloud State University 
.(;tlANG.~ .. Q.f...@P.~.S.S .. fQJ.™.J~.~ .. Q9..3.~.n ................................................................ ......... ...... ..................... ~.:.?c~::~M~~;6;~f;;~8 
Instructions: Please print. Be sure to code your Social Security number correctly. Please complete entire form. 
Lu 
SOCIAL SECURJ1Y NUMBER 
D Check here if you wish this change of address to also be made 
on a graduation application you have submitted for 
Term Year 
for a -----=---:c=-=--- degree. 
(specify) 
Name ________________________________ ______________ _ 
Last First Middle/ Other 
Permanent Address 
STREET ADDRESS (I.I E ! ) (AND APT " IF APPLI CABLE) 
STREET ADDRESS (LINE 2 ff NEEDED.) 
Lu 
CITY STATE Zl P 
AREA CODE - PHONE NUMBER 
School or Local Address 
STREET ADDRESS (LINE l ) / AND APT. # IF APPLICAB LE) 
I I 
STREET ADDRESS (LINE 2 lF NEEDED) 
Lu 
CITY STATE ZIP 
AREA CODE - PHONE NUMBER 
Grade Address 
I I 
s·mEET ADDRESS (llNE I) (AND APT# IF APPLICABLE) 
I I 
STREET ADDRJ,SS (LINE 2 IF NEEDED) 
Lu 
CITY STATE ZD' 
Emergency Contact Name and Telephone Number 
Name I I 
L\ ST / FIRST / MIDDLE AREA CODE - PHONE NUMBER 
Signature Date PS377 
0 
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TO REACH THE CAMPUS . From Interstate 94: Use Exit 171, take 
County Road 75 into city, follow signs. . From Highway 10: Exit at Highway 23 
intersection, cross river, turn left at Fourth 
Avenue South, follow signs. . From the Southwest (Highway 15, 23; 
County Road 75): All routes link with 
Division Street; turn right at Fifth Avenue 
South , follow signs. . From the East (Highway 23): Cross river, 
turn left at Fourth Avenue South, follow signs. 
LEGEND 
AS Administrative Services C4 
AH Alumni House D4 
AIC American Indian Center E6 
AMC Atwood Memorial Center B3 
BTH Benton Hall Bl 
BS Bookstore cs 
BH Brown Hall B4 
BG Buildings and Grounds El 
BB Business Building (G.R. Herberger A4 
College of Business) 
CRH Carol Hall Bl 
CSH Case Hall C2 
CH Centennial Hall B4 
CJS Center for International Studies E2 
CWP Chi lled Water Plant C7 
COLN Colbert House - North Al 
(Women's Center) 
COLS Colbert House - South Al 
ccs Continuing Studies D2 
ECC Engineering & Computing Center C6 
EH Eastman Hall AS 
EB Education Building D5 
GC Garvey Commons B2 
HaH Halenbeck Hall D7 
HH Headley Hall C4 
HiHH Health Center C2 
HP Heating Plant B7 
HiH Hill Hall C2 
HoH Holes Hall Cl 
HuH Husky Hub Cl0 
MC James W Miller Learning 
Resources Center (library) D3 
KVAC Kiehle Visual Arts Center A2 
LH Lawrence Hall A3 
MB Maintenance Building C7 
MS Mathematics & Science Center BS 
MH Mitchell Hall A2 
NHC National Hockey Center D9 
NOC North Office Center El 
NSP NSP Building Bl0 
PA Performing Arts Center C3 
PSD Public Safety E2 
RGH Richard Green House ES 
Ritsche Auditorium(Stewart Hall) A4 
R Riverview AS 
PSD Security & Information Building E2 
(Public Safety) 
SBH Sherburne Hall B2 
SMH Shoemaker Hall B6 
STH Stearns Hall Cl 
SH Stewart Hall (Ritsche Auditorium) A4 
WH Whitney House A2 

